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Digital Life Exhibition”. When Art Does Show
Off

Lucrezia Cippitelli

Closure moment is approaching for

Digital Life,which opened in early

March 2010 Pelanda activities in

Rome. Recently restored, Pelanda is

the part of the vast ex-slaughterhouse

compound (the name itself refers to

the room where animals were

skinned)which in mid-February

opened as “space of cultural

production”. Wanted and organized

by Zone Attive, a Roman cultural

entity that has survived to Rome’s

political crossing from ‘veltronian pax’

to Alemanno’s leadership in 2008,

Pelanda space was inaugurated as a

step further towards the recovery of

the Mattatoio di Testaccio.

Presently, Pelanda space is integrated

with Testaccio section of MACRO,

where Rome’s Contemporary Art

Museum, which has always counted

on this decentralized site (MACRO

Future) as an appeal to young people,

will launch the opening of a new

building in the end of May.

Funded by Rome’s Chamber of

Commerce and keenly endorsed by

the Culture Department, Digital Life is

the result of the collaboration

between MACRO and Roma Europa

Festival, the latter having taken

charge of the event organization,

assigned to Richard Castelli. Digital

Life is presented as a “great review

dedicated to a digital future and

contamination between technology,

new media and contemporary artistic

expression” (see event press release),

its aim being to reveal Rome as the

“great capital” (I am with this citing

town councillor to Cultural Politics,

Umberto Croppi in his speech at the

exhibition press conference).
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 The exhibition forcedly became, in

short, integral part of a balances and

proclamations system typical of

Rome’s political culture. Sumptuously

presented, Digital Life had to hold the

diamond point role of the capital’s

project of cultural innovation which

roots into technology as an element

of modernity, development and

future.

Richard Castelli was the curator of

Sensi Sotto Sopra exhibition in Rome

for Roma Europa Festival, currently is

one of Europe’s new media influent

personalities (as Digicult well knows:

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=660) as well as the mind of

Epidemic, a French group active since

the Nineties and which brought artists

like Jefrey Shaw, Ulf Langheinrich,

Jean Michel Bruyère, in the main

European festivals, and sustains the

activity of artists as Julian Maire (no

surprise that all of them were invited

to Digital Life too).

Digital Life, a beautiful exhibition that

fits perfectly into Pelanda space,

instead of focusing on the straight

‘digital’, shows that the element that

actually arises from the artworks is

spacial, is the physical involvement of

the observer, the ‘kinematic’ concept

applied in all its abstract and sensorial

(rather than narrative-objective and

linear) potentials in installations.

The first room is to be experienced

wearing 3d glasses; its 360 degrees

AVIE (Advanced Visualization and

Interaction Environment) screen was

drawn by Jeffrey Shaw. AVIE has been

the visual landscape for Jean Michel

Bruyère and Ulf Langheinrich works.

The first one, 

La dispersion du fils

,

(2008-10) is a long 3D animation: a

snake-like series of still frames picked

from 500 films based on the classic

myth of Actaeon metamorphosis

(from Ovid), spins on the screen,

creating whirls, fluxes and spirals.

The spectator is captured by space

and movement in a quasi-physical

process. Ulf Langheinrich’s 

Alluvium

(2010) is all different sort of kinematic

experience, yet perfectly matching

the artist’s (one of Granular Syntesis

duo) other works: a purely visual,

psychedelic, black and white

experience which lets the mind sail

through immaterial spaces.
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 We have met Julien Maire‘s refined,

dense, conceptual works before, in

the past years, during Transmediale

and Sonic Acts. At the time of our visit

Memory Cone was stuck by some

‘technical problems’, whereas the

famed Exploding Camera (2007) and

Low resolution cinema (2009) were

active already. The former is a biased

film narration based on the killing of

Commander Massoud (head opposer

against Talibans in Afghanistan) on

2001 September 11th eve through

which expose the images saturation

caused by pervasive information

media.

An ‘exploded’ camera lies on a table.

Its mechanisms, a monitor and a

computer regulating each single

element’s functioning (including audio

and a light leaning no the table) are

the elements allowing the ‘live’

construction of an abstract film about

war. Analog and digital technologies

equally entwine in Low Resolution
Cinema, a monochrome projection of

pixels in extremely low resolution

(348×32 pixels) obtained through old

analog projectors and low resolution

liquid crystals. The outcome is an

abstract film in which all the subtle

visual variations result from the two

LCDs movement within projectors’

beams of light.

We also have met Thomas Mcintosh

already (at DEAF in Rotterdam, 2007)

and his installation from 2000(realized

in collaboration with Emmanuel

Madan and Mikko Hynnien),

Ondulation, a work based on the utter

low tech quality of its components. A

tub filled with water, following

echoing in a synesthetic movement

the sound diffused by the speakers,

becomes (depending on color,

inclination and shape of the light

touching it) a abstract images

projector.

Here the synesthesia between image

and sound is not software-generated

but results from the physical elements

in occupying space. The kinematic

experience is contemporaneously

total and minimal.
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 The work that has probably above all

others made an impression on large

public scale is Life – Fluid, Invisible,
Inaudible, by Japanese composer

Ryuichi Sakamoto together with Shiro

Takani. In a ‘black box’ nine

geometrically suspended screens

project microcellular and sea-life

images. The screens being nothing

but transparent containers, filled with

smoke and water, on which image

sequences gathered in nature are

shown.

The effect is disorienting, the viewer

becomes part of the projection, being

immersed in the images flow, or he

can otherwise stare at the moving life

up above his head, lying down on the

floor of the perfectly dark room,

abandoned to protocellular life

experience.

Very effective, yet again completely

low-tech based is Erwin Redl‘s

installation Matrix II, another work

dating back to 2000 which achieves

to build a totally immersive space

operating a conjurer trick. The black

box we enter is filled by luminous

pixels and walking through this space

we feel embodied in this mysterious

digital matrix ( the Wachowksi’s

brothers trilogy Matrix, that is) of

which the future world might be

made of.

The walk through the matrix is

nevertheless deceiving: the green

pixels are not calculation units coming

out from a gigantic robotic mind, but

actually just led lights on the top of a

jungle of thin cables perpendicularly

falling from the ceiling to the floor.

Matrix is nothing but an illusion, as the

myth of digital which is nothing more

than aesthetic and can be reproduced

and represented through an

installation you could carry in a

suitcase.

M.O.M.- Multi oriented mirror (2003)

by Swedish Christian Partos and

Italian Martux’s X-scape 08 complete

the exhibition, the political vocation of

which, aiming to present the event as

the expression of an innovative

mission brought about by Rome city

council, transfigures Digital Life into

some maybe excessively official event

(although still targeting youngsters)

which and along with this makes a

redundant, naive use of words

like”digital”, “technologies”, “future”,

“real time”, “contemporary”.

In sum, notwithstanding the presence

of several compelling works, when I

entered the Pelanda space and

wandered through its beautiful,

freshly refurbished rooms (where the

utensils that were used to skin

animals are still proudly exposed), I

was stroke by the impression that the

communicational superstructure put

up in order to attract masses of

visitors in seek of the “digital future”

has exploited the artworks, the
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authors and their foreign names’

exotic sound, perfect to strengthen

the idea of “new”.

 The kind of “foreigner sells better”

idea behind George Clooney starring,

in the advert of a famous Made in Italy

spumante wine and of an Italian

coffee brand. In our case it is neither

coffee nor spumone that is being sold,

but the “new way” of the City of Rome

administration instead.

The stratagem to sell here is not

Clooney’s sly face but works that have

sometimes more than a decade of

experience behind and that elsewhere

would have by now achieved a higher

conceptual position ( the one on the

experience between cinema and

installations, or on synesthesia would

fit in this case), but here in Rome they

are just gathered around a weakened

(but still easily selling) concep of

“digital”.

Anyhow, it is a matter of fact that in

Italy the theorization and practice on

digital avant-garde has always been a

quasi-militant vocation for some

people, who through decades have

been digging out niches for action,

also thank to the rise of international

networks to grow and cope in. From

Hackmeetings to festivals such as

Dissonanze, Netmage or Share (I am

citing just a few names), to magazines

like “Digicult” itself or “Neural”.

This militant aspect, mostly due to a

pyramidal formalization of the

country’s cultural institutions, where

spaces and funds are accessible only

for a restricted elite and “weighty”

institutions, led as a consequence that

many of the projects being organized

were self-menaged or counting on

such inconsistent economic resources

that thinking of involving works

entailing expensive technological sets

was not affordable.

In other contexts, Ulf Langheinrich or

Juliane Maire installations have been

encompassed in more complex

dialectics, as for example the one

about art and kinematic spaces (I am

referring to the exhibition “The

Cinematic Experience”

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=1068, organized for the XII

Sonic Acts edition in Amsterdam by

the Nederland Media Art Institute –

Nimk, accompanied by a massive

conceptual apparatus of workshops

and lectures) and take part to an

organic research supported by a
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collective of people working both on

the conceptual and practical aspects

of Nineties new media avant-garde.

Here in Rome, instead, to see these

works one must access such a super-

formal, pyramidal, built from the top,

non-permeable, the “novelty” concept

of which struggles against the idea of

avant-garde arising amongst sharing

and research environments, and gives

space only to powerful institutions’

pure overstating.

http://romaeuropa.net/digitallife
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The Softspace Of Usman Haque.
Choreographies Of Sensations

Barbara Sansone

Architecture, according to Vitruvius, is

the sum of three factors: utilitas,

venustas and firmitas. Usefulness and

beauty are for sure features that

cannot be renounced in order not to

cross the border into sculpture or into

the simple and unfortunately rampant

building industry. But what about 

permanence? Is it truly something

that cannot be renounced ?  Is it truly

a must that an architectural work has

necessarily to be solid and lasting over

time ?

When, on the contrary, a work is

ephemeral, short-lived ,  transient

cannot  belong anymore to the

domain of architecture ? And if the

term “ephemeral” rather than bearing

the negative connotation of 

something fragile and subject to

speculation, could instead carry a

different meaning?

A possible response to these

questions has been provided by

Usman Haque, an architect and artist

leading an interesting research group

based in UK. Born in UK but of

Pakistani origin, from the paternal

side, Usman had the venture of being

raised across two different cultures

and also due to this, he was able to

develop a personal point of view in

the crack between the most

technologically advanced societies

and those still mostly linked to

traditional values. . A point of view

that has found new additional feeding

elements from multiple experiences

that Usman  lived around the world

and particularly in his Japanese years. 

.

Everything began when, still very

young, Usman started by observing

the way of living the space of  his

Asian family  and the way that social

relationships were intertwined with

the space.. While getting older and

studying he entered the

communication society and, as

everybody did sooner or later,  he

found himself engaged wit his cell-
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phone in a dowsing chase  to the

signal.

So it happened that it became

increasingly solid in his mind the idea

that opposite to the hardspace there

is a fluid reality, an array of dynamic

elements like sounds, smells,

ventilation, temperatures which

contribute, as much as if not even

more than the hardspace, to create

the experience of a building, of a flat ,

of a space. Also part of this softspace

is an invisible map overlaid on the

visible one. It is made of

electromagnetic fields and radio-

waves

Usman explains his concept of

architecture by using IT metaphors.

Walls, floors and roofs are the

hardware. The fluid reality previously

mentioned, linked to the social

infrastructures is the software. In this

framework, architecture becomes an

operating system offering a working

environment that everybody should

be entitled to personalize and within

which should be allowed to create his

own programs. Obviously, everything

must be made through open codes so

that everybody could introduce

modifications without jeopardizing

the integrity of the collective work.

The key concept is interactivity

exactly as in the IT systems , allowing

people to become interpreters and

designers of their own space,

Here it is where the concept of

ephemeral gets a positive and realistic

connotation: architecture is not in fact

something immobile and

unmodifiable but something that can

be adapted to   the ones who live it, to

the uses they make of it, and to the

dynamics originated from it which are

ever changing by definition.

Usman in the meanwhile teaches in

various prestigious schools, so getting

the possibility of realizing projects and

meeting many people with whom to

exchange ideas and opinions, a value

certainly not to be denied by

somebody profoundly believing in

relationships and interactivity. All his

projects are well documented on his

web-site, with descriptions, photos

and videos.
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Out of them we are citing here only a

few. Like the Reconfigurable House
(firstly presented in Japan and then in

Belgium in 2008), the reconstruction

of an intelligent house which instead

of hiding the technology for avoiding

its tampering makes it totally

accessible to inhabitants so that they

can personalize its behaviour as

wished. Or Natural Fuse a system

inviting to energy saving by carrying

the CO2 emissions into a network of

plants showing its effects by growing

or dying.

Or also Primal Fuse a spectacular

aurora borealis artificially made on the

beach of Santa Monica in 2008 on a

screen of steam reactive to the music

or to the screams of participants. Or

still Sky Ear , a cloud of balloons full of

helium becoming the portrayal of the

hertzian space reacting to the call of

cell phones of participants.

Based on the same use of

personalized electronics and coloured

LEDs inside balloons is the Burble

project which is however conceptually

and technically apart from Sky Ear and

was slightly re-adapted each time in

the different locations where it was

realized. From the Singapour Biennial

in 2006 to the London Fashion Week

in 2007, to the opening ceremony of 

the Dubai World Cup in 2009, to the

Phish Festival in Vermont in 2009. And

lastly in  Barcellona on February 27, 

2010, for the most beautiful exhibition

of Cultures of Canvi organised by the

Centre d’Arts Santa Mònica by Josep

Perelló and Pau Alsina.

For that event Usman Haque came to

the capital of Cataluna accompanied 

by some members of his study and

some collaborators. Also on the first

day of the Santa Monica performance

he organised a series of family labs

and he convened a group of fifteen

volunteers helping him in assembling

and disassembling the Burble project

structure slightly modified on the

occasion and renamed Control Burble

Remote. They were to remain in the

public to explain the performance and

for safety reasons.

On trhe morning of February 27th we

split in two groups: one taking care of

the electric circuits at San Monica

(connecting batteries  to cards,

checking their functioning, making

small modifications if needed and

lastly inserting them inside the

balloons) and the other of the

network constituting the backbone of

the structure (laying it down on the
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performance’s place and preparing it

for the insertion in the balloons)).

With the help of the Hague team the

volunteers spent their afternoon on

inflating their balloons using helium

cylinders and inserting them in

predefined places between the two

layers of the net. They then took care 

of fastening the electronic

components to the net in order to

avoid their accidental chute on the

public in the not infrequent case of a

balloon exploding during the

performance.

Working side to side with Usman,

even if only as unskilled workers,

means testing on his own skin the

signification of softspace, becoming

part of a structure planning group ,

seeing it growing while contributing

to its development, interacting with it

and feeling the sensations given by a

collective creation experience. Exactly

as for the installation, the volunteers

were part of a single body working for

the same single objective . But the

peculiarities of each person spread

out like bushfire through the 

neighbours handling the cylinders.

Overall, a technical and artistic

experience but also a profoundly

human one.

The public participating to the

performance, as it was required, came

in equipped with all sorts of remote

control devices from the one for TV to

the Hi-Fi one, from that for the

desktop to the one for a remote-

control machine. “Intimate” devices as

defined by Usman Haque, meant for

the privacy of your own house starting

from bedtime when one closes the

exterior-facing doors. And exactly

here lies the idea of  Control Burble

Remote a device which allows you to

drive something which gives some

feedback exclusively to you, while

allowing you to interact with

something external, public so

becoming an instrument for a

collective action..

And at this point in time it became

visually evident what was not visible

but still existed. The remote control

activated on the balloon to which it

was targeteted  a modality of

colour/intermittence which was

specific among the pre-programmed

ones.  On its turn the balloon

communicated through an infrared

sensing device to a neighbour balloon

the same command.

All the balloons became therefore a
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giant canvas on which one could do

distant painting without having a

unique and total control of the

brushstroke as  others were doing the

same at the same time and because

the different balloons were talking

each other contagiously spreading 

the selected modality. When the

public had already mostly left and it

was time for disassembling, the

painting effect,, while interacting

alone with the structure, was pretty

evident.

The weak point of Control Burble

Remote in Barcellona was the lighting

system of the place. Out of the many

streetlights of the zone on the

seashore up to the Ramblas too few

were turned off and a giant moon

reflecting on the surface of the sea

made the rest. By all means a deeper

obscurity would have made the

colours choreography more

spectacular and more visible into

distance.

But despite this problem, the

presence of Usman and his

architectural ideas should have

suggested some profound reasons for

reflection to a city famous for its

beauty when seen from outside but

which mostly obliges its citizens

confined in cramped spaces, rather

often without ventilation and natural

light. This, despite the lesson of Gaudi 

who was so attentive to the

ergonomics of the housing spaces and

to their  environmental impact.

At a time when also the architecture is

undergoing a critical revision, in which

the  need of retrieving its

sustainability becomes more pressing

as well as the need for integrating the

technology in an intelligent and

useful  way, Usman Haque makes its

voice resounding and makes use of

his art showing what is invisible but

still exists, reminding us that despite

the estrangement caused the urban

realities, the presence of each of us is

influencing that of our neighbours and

this reciprocal invasion of spaces can

be turned into a point of strength.

http://www.haque.co.uk/

http://www.haque.co.uk/burble.php

#control_burble_remote
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The Art Of Stealing Art. Interview To Jiacong
“jay” Yan

Mattia Casalegno

Jay Yan is a young artist based in Los

Angeles who, after graduating from

the UCLA’s Design | Media Art

department, in few years managed to

have a discreet international

reputation and impress one of the

most influential chinese

contemporary art collector in the

world.

Jay once said to me: “in order to be a

good artist you need to have good

ideas and be able to further ideas

from others, so the art world can get

an idea of what you’re talking about”.

While this is true for the art world in

general, is so even more if we look at

Jay’s works. With a repertoire

spanning conceptual self-referential

works and playful large-scale

interactive projections, his pieces are

always full of references and ideas

winking to the contemporary art

scene, and his bold and engaging

interactive works are often clever

commentaries on the way we

approach interactive art, implicitly

criticizing the banality of many

oversimplified interactive media

pieces.

The theme of re-appropriation –

“stealing” if we will – is recurrent in

Jay’s work and it’s intertwined with

his personal history, being brought up

in a Chinese family. In his

performance Art of Stealing Art

(2008), he produced and sold

bootlegged copied of artist videos in

front of the gallery where the same

videos where exhibited, crafting the

covers in porn DVDs style, exactly as

you could find on the streets of

Shanghai.
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With this work he raised questions

about copyright and authorship in the

context of Chinese contemporary art,

which, beside few “big stars” of the

international art world, in his own

country still face problems related to

the authenticity and originality of

what “Chinese art” is.

Another remarkable feature of Jay is

his sharp irony: in one of his last

projects, he’s trying to get his hands

on a replica of the gun that shot Andy

Warhol (the original is locked up at

Riker Island in New York) to make a

short line of electronic toy guns that

you can point at an art work and listen

to the recorded voice of Andy Warhol

telling you whether it’s art or not. This

is also a kind of a homage to Xiao Lu’s

performance during the China Avant

Garde show, in which the artist shoot

at one of her work.

It’s exactly this cocktail of clever irony

and deep understanding of the

cultural context in which he operates

that makes him one of the most

interesting young artist of the west

coast. Furthermore, Jay is also in a

favorable position since he has an

american passport and in the same

time making contemporary chinese

art. Let’s see what he has to say about

the two sides of the medal.

Mattia Casalegno: In almost any work

of yours there are references to other

artists or to historical masterpieces of

art. Why is so important for you to use

such references? And why in general

is so important in the world of art to

reference other artists?

Jiacong Yan: It makes people who

understand the references feel smart ! 

No seriously, references create a

context for ideas. for example, the

color red means completely different

things in chinese art than it does in

america. So the references to other

artists I put into my work is used not

only to add layers of depth but also a

setting for what the work is about. To

be able to express a new idea, it is

important to understand the place

where the idea comes from.

Mattia Casalegno: One of your pieces

that intrigued me the most is Cutting
Board (2005): two monitors, one in

front of each other, display two

butchers playing a game of chess over

a real board made of meat. This is one

of your most hermetic and surreal

work. Where did the idea came from?

Jiacong Yan: I made this piece after
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seeing Bill Viola’s works. I thought it

would be interesting to play with

something that never decays and

something that decays so quickly.

Video installations like Viola’s work

seems to go on forever. Each time the

same and never changing like a

statue. The meat sculpture evolves

over time and begins to smells and

glisten in the light. I enjoy this

juxtaposition between eternity and

ephemerality.

The chess game between the

butchers is a celebration of the

possibility this beauty of ingenuity

could exist somewhere. The piece is

also about how some relationships fall

apart. Two people getting together to

presumably to make the “board” and

as the game goes on, the relationship

decays

Mattia Casalegno: Somewhere you

said about interactivity and media art:

“options makes it a tool, no options

makes it a statement.” . I think is a

good point and a proper introduction

at your approach to the field. A lot of

your works seem ironic commentaries

on the dynamics and functions of

interactive works: you use the “topoi”

of some “classic” interactive art –

gestural interaction, face recognition,

videoprojections, using them not as

mere technologic tricks but always as

devices to tell something deeper

about the human nature and our

relationship with new media.

Ad example in Throw Your Hands Up

(2007) you plugged the video feed of

a camera used in an interactive

installation and displayed it on a tv

monitor in a contiguous gallery, re-

contextualizing the whole experience

and focusing on the abstract gesture

of the people trying to interact, more

than on the result of the interaction

itself. Why did you do that? Is there a

way for interactive works to make

statements or they are intrinsically

just tools?

Jiacong Yan: I did this because people

interact with an interactive piece in

very similar ways. Everyone just wave

their arms up in the air. By removing

the context of an interactive

installation, you see how similar and

ridiculous these movements are. The

audience watching the video feed

become researchers watching

monkeys in their natural habitats. But

this piece is also a direct ridicule of

the thousands of “mirror” pieces

similar to the works of Daniel Rozin.

It was once said during a discussion

about interactivity that interactivity is

the medium, a reference to Marshall

McLuhan. This is the basic problem

with most interactive works. We used

to think the message is part of the

medium, but it’s the medium that is

part of the message. The interactivity

needs to part of the message and not

the message.
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Mattia Casalegno: Raised in the US by

a chinese family, you are positioned in

an interesting intersection between

chinese and american cultures: lately

your work has been noted by Guan Yi,

one of the most influential curator of

contemporary art in China, and you

often travel there to show your works.

What’s your take on chinese

contemporary art in general?

Jiacong Yan: I’m very glad I grew up in

the US. It has allowed me to analyze

American society with a Chinese eye

and chinese society with an American

eye. I believe in a global movement

that is art. I know more about what

kinda art is being made from Berlin to

Beijing than I do down the street in

Los Angeles. I think chinese artists

need to conceptually advance this

movement rather than repeating

similar themes. I don’t think Chinese

contemporary art pushes the

boundaries of the global question that

is art enough. I wonder how many

chinese artists know who Joseph

Kosuth is.

Mattia Casalegno: In 13 Hidden
Shames (2008) you take a simple

gesture as the leaving of cigarettes

butts on streets as a metaphor of a

prominent aspect of Chinese society.

Could you elaborate more about that

?

Jiacong Yan: I think China has become

a country of passing blame. In chinese

culture, the greatest fear is to “lose

face” or become publicly embarrassed

over a mistake. The corrupt politicians

blame the guy who came before or

the industrialist who pollutes says

everyone else does this so it’s ok for

me to do it. This, of course, happens in

every country, but it is so endemic in

chinese culture that it has become an

art form that people master. The

tragedy is, in this type of system, a

small mistake becomes ever more

increasing because people feel

justified.

I came upon this when traveling in the Yunnan

region of Southern China. The cigarettes were

on the tile roof next to a lonely balcony inside a

buddhist temple. I noticed that tourists were

sneaking a cigarette break there because

smoking was not allowed in the temple. Of

course every person who sneaked up there

must litter their cigarette somewhere. In this

beautiful discovered sculpture, you can clearly

see a historic progression as the cigarettes

build up. One person disposes of their secret

and everyone else hides their shame in with

the others.
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Mattia Casalegno: In your series of
Videogames Landscapes, you

decontextualized the tradition of

chinese paintings with elements of

famous videogames. This project is a

melancholic and clever commentary

of the raving gaming culture

emerging among younger chinese

generations. Why did you used the

metaphor of the chinese landscape?

Jiacong Yan: I was looking at a generic

chinese landscape painting in my

parent’s house. I began to think about

the places these paintings are based

on and how they don’t exist anymore.

Rampant tourism and pollution have

destroyed many famous landscapes

that painters have depicted over the

centuries. These paintings are now

fantasy landscapes of another time. I

also thought about the kinds of

landscapes the new generation of

Chinese visit. They are not the

mountains of Gui Ling but the

mountains of Super Mario. So why not

just paint video game landscapes

since they are more important than

these places that no longer exist.

Mattia Casalegno: Let’s came back at

the Chinese contemporary art scene

again. Looking at the careers of

acclaimed artists as Ai Wei Wei or

Zhang Huan, it seems that to became

a renowned chinese artist you have to

go out of China. Is this still the case

with the younger generations or

something is changing?

Jiacong Yan: Perspective is why so

many great Chinese artists have a

connection to the West. They can

critique Chinese culture without being

blindly prideful. Another chinese

collector said to me “there are 10 good

artists in Beijing, maybe 5 in

Shanghai”. I think this is due to most

conceptual artists from the 80s left

after the events of China/avant-garde

1989. I find many young chinese artists

lack teeth in their work. How can you

critique society if you are taught

never to critique it.

I don’t know yet if this popularity for

chinese contemporary art is good for
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the young generation. I specifically

limit myself from that world because

you lose perspective about your work.

Also, it’s very hard to get away from

the name Ai Wei Wei. Everyone seems

to think you are trying to be him. The

global chinese obsession is so great

that I had a show in Europe where I

told them I was from the US, but they

put China instead. Even in this

interview, China China China!

http://www.jay-yan.com/
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About Sonic Sculpture. Between Disciplines
Categories

Pasquale Napolitano

Watching a sound art installation

requires a silent contemplation that

allows to listen carefully. Sometimes it

is not considered as something � as

music is � going beyond the limits of a

time-based expression. Many sound

sculptures, as well as most visual art,

have a linear sound structure (e.g.

Clown Torture, one of the earliest

videos by Bruce Nauman).

But in many cases, sound art rejects

music’s potential to compete with

other time-based and narrative-driven

art forms. Sound art addresses

definitely to a more immersive craving

for perception: the sound in space.

The great sound-artist Bill Fontana

clearly explains: “My transition from

working with field recording to sound

sculpture occurred as a solution to an

unsolved question that became

increasingly urgent as my experience

with field recording grew: How can I

make art of ambient sounds? [...] To

make art out of an ambient sound, the

act of placing this sound would have

considerable aesthetic importance. [�]

In both my field recording and sound

sculpture, sounds are not isolated

from their contexts; [�] For me, the

richness and beauty of ambient

sounds come from their interaction

with a living situation.” (Fontana 1987).

According to the accurate analysis of

Alan Licht, we can define sound art in

three categories depending on how it

is shaped:

An installed sound environment1.

that is defined by the space (and/or

acoustic space) rather than time
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and can be exhibited as a visual

artwork would be.

A visual artwork that also has a2.

sound-producing function, such as

a sound sculpture.

Sound produced by visual artists3.

that serves as an extension of the

artist’s particular aesthetic,

generally expressed in other media.

For the purposes of this study we will

focus our attention on the second

kind of expression: a sound artwork as

an intricate visual, sound and plastic

lump. A sound sculpture is somehow

the earliest form of sound art. Suffice

it to think about the lithophone �

Japanese-stone bells, where stone

vibrates when struck by a mallet.

Diachronically speaking, it was the

Dada movement (20th century) that

ritualized such tension thanks to the

avant-garde and starting with Marcel

Duchamp, e. g. A Bruit Secret (1916) – a

ball of twine containing an unknown

object producing a sound when

shaken � and Man Ray‘s Indestructible
Object (1923/1958), a metronome with

a photograph of an eye on pendulum.

Then, sound properties of objects

became a key point in First
Construction in Metal (1939), the

artwork by John Cage who started

discussing such properties with Oskar

Fischinger, an experimental film

maker, in 1936. Cage said: “When I was

introduced to him, he began to talk

with me about the spirit which is

inside each of the objects in this

world.

So, he told me, all we need to do to

liberate that spirit is to brush past the

object, and to draw forth its sound [�]

in all the many years which followed

up [�] I never stopped touching things,

making them sound and resound, to

discover what sound they could

produce. Wherever I went, I always

listened to objects.” (Kahn 1999, pp.

196-197).

The greatest representatives of

contemporary sound art are Jean

Tinguely, Harry Bertoia and Baschet

brothers, between the mid ’50s and

the early ’60s. In particular, the use of

engines by Tinguely is in the tradition

of Luigi Russolo‘s manifesto on the art

of noises.

John Driscoll‘s Second Mesa
(robotized rotating loudspeakers

taking advantage of the acoustic

properties of the space), and Felix

Hess‘ sound creatures (automata
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deriving from studies on frogs’ croak,

which “listen” through microphones

and respond with electronic sounds)

can be considered as the next

examples of sound machines.

Three kinetic sculptors, Tinguely’s

followers, � Len Lye, Nicholas Schoffer

and Barberis Takis � also worked with

sound. Lye produced several sound

sculptures since the early ʼ60s: Blade
(early ’70s) is a two-meter-tall steel

blade pounding away at a cork ball; it

produces the sound of a saw rapidly

oscillating. Storm King (1997) and

Twisters (1977) are more striking, with

silence suddenly bursting in

hurricanes of sound. During the early

ʼ80s, Schoffer made his first

experiment programming music for

computer at IRCAM.

During the ’50s, Takis made his early

sound sculptures, starkly belonging to

ambient sound art: in Signals, wind

makes piano strings vibrate and

produce sound. In 1963 he created

Sound of the Void in collaboration

with the composer Earle Brown. This

artwork reveals Takis’s interest in

using magnets in sound sculptures:

the electricity produced by magnets

caused a needle to strike a string

activating repeated musical sounds.

Fifteen years later, Takis produced his

“electro musicals”, placing several

artworks of needles and strings in a

room (the strings were placed on

canvas and amplified).

Another relevant sound sculptor is

Robert Rutman, an abstract

impressionist painter who produced

the Steel Cello and the Bow Chime

during the late ’60s. The Steel Cello

was constructed out of an eight-b-

-four-foot metal sheet. The steel

vibrates when the string is bowed.

The Bow Chime is a horizontal steel

sheet vibrating when the vertical steel

rods are bowed. Such instruments

produce sub tones and white noises

as well as sub-tonic frequencies. 

Stephan von Heune and Martin Riches

are two sound sculptors in the strict

sense of the word � they have

produced musical automatic

machines since the ’70s. Yoshi Wada

joined the Fluxus group and studied

with Pandit Pran Nath. During the

early ’70s, he made his first

experiments using hydraulic plumbing

and copper pipes as wind

instruments. It led to his adapted

bagpipes � huge installations (the size

of a room) made up of a very long

pipe, with a bag connected to an air
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compressor.

In 1967, David Jacobs produced a

similar artwork, called Wah Wah’s,

using pipes and rubber. Afterwards,

that sound sculpture was

reconfigured as Hanging Pieces that

could produce up to 5000 partials,

secondary beats and other musical

and psychoacoustic effects.

Andreas Oldorp was also appealed by

organ pipes; he started producing

artworks in the late ʼ80s. He mostly

used pipes made by himself

experimenting new ways to

constantly tune them � pipes are often

fuelled by gas and glass tubes.

Richard Lerman produced a classic

artwork during the ’70s, Travelon
Gamelon � the microphones are

jammed on a bicycle spokes and

sounds are amplified by the bicycle

frame. Norbert Moslang and Andy

Guhl made similar discovers on latent

sounds produced by ‘cracked

everyday electronics’.

That duo of Swiss musicians, better

known as Voice Crack, performed

from the end of the ’70s until the end

of the ’90s. Moslang wrote: “To me

electronic tools are not merely useful

black boxes producing a pre-defined

effect; they are rather flexible units

that in most cases contain far more

hidden functions than they were

originally designed for” (Moslang

2004, p. 84). Voice Crack‘s

performances were really impressive

also from a visual perspective, and

their sonic mixture was one of the

best noise experience of the second

half of the 19th century.

Peter Vogel, Walter Giers and Howard

Jones created tracks on the wall using

generally interactive loudspeakers

and other media turned off by the

presence of the observer. Such

artworks showed the way to the latest

life-size installation of Christina

Kubisch, Tommi Gronlund, Paolo

Piscicelli, Carsten Nicolai and others.

It can be difficult to understand what

we are talking about. According to

what Licht says, it is easier to define

by contrast what drifts away from the

definition of “sound sculpture”. That is

possible by focusing our attention on

the misunderstandings due to

nuances between the categories

mentioned above.

As to what misleading interpretations

are, we can mention Sound Sculpture
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As, the exhibition curated in 1970 by

Tom Marioni at the Museum of

Contemporary Art in San Francisco �

conceptual pieces like urinating into a

bucket, or a phone ringing although

the receiver was picked up.

Concrete music seen as sound art

represents another misunderstanding:

it was just a matter of time before

artists considered sound (and

subsequently, sound recorded on

tape) as a physical material to

manipulate. That is what Brian Eno

said about tape: “A substance which is

malleable and mutable and cuttable.”

Robin Minard, sound artist and writer,

says: “Pierre Schaeffer‘s sound

becomes a material to be carved.

Sound matter was previously

assembled and then manipulated. It

was cut in pieces, played forward and

backwards, transposed and put on a

loop.” (Minard 2002, p.46)

Music on tape undoubtedly

transformed sound in a physical

material, but such processes were

more linked to the “cut” of

cinematography than to sculpturing.

With the 
ritocco

, what is recorded can

be manipulated with several

techniques: backward listening,

juxtaposition with other scenes in

order to create particular effects,

double exposure, and so on. Paul D.

Miller (aka DjSpooky) told that

sampling is a kind of sculpturing.

In this case Licht’s categories

underline very deep nuances as well

as when we talk about disc as a

sculpture: Marchel Duchamp’s

Rotoreliefs (6 “optical discs” with

drawings, on a rotating surface at a

speed of 33 1/3 rpm (1935); Cage

introduced turntable systems in his

Imaginary Landscape (1939) and 33 1/3
(1969); more specifically, Milan

Knizak‘s “broken music” is made of

cutting up records and gluing

different parts back together (1960s);

during the late ’70s and ’80s, Christian

Marclay did the same with his

“recycled records”. They both played

disks at different speed and different

level of damage.

This overview on experiences and

experimentations doesn’t intend to be

exhaustive. It is an account on

flourishing and history of sound

experimentation applied to space.
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How To Recycle Raee. Manuel Bozzo: Korf And
Advanced Art
Annamaria Monteverdi

They are called “Rifiuti di

Apparecchiature Elettriche ed

Elettroniche (Electronic waste)“, the

old home and industrial TV devices,

cathode ray tubes, that after having

been our analogical company for

many years are now part of fossil age.

And with the widespread of digital

technology they are bound to occupy

an even larger space in disposal

plants. The collective KORF suggested

in La Spezia, at the Centro di Arte

Contemporanea during an

exposition titled Arte Avanzata, the

other side of recycling: TV is not (only)

rubbish. This story will be told us by

one of the collective’s protagonists:

Manuel Bozzo.

I met Manuel Bozzo, aka ManUelBO,

after some years since the last

interview about his artistic activity

(2003): he moved back to La Spezia

and restarted making video creations,

installations, minimal TV and video-

therapy laboratories in a Diurnal

Centre (Centro Diurno) La Gabbianella,

after some important experiences

abroad, above all in Barcelona, where

he lived for three years, unsettling

palimpsests, aerials and nets. Also

collective KORF comes from far away:

it was officially funded in 1989 as a

musical group which used also

scenographies made of slides and

videos.

Some supporters of this initiative are

Cristiano Guerri, Alfio Antognetti,

TINGIS (Giuseppe Cirrito) and Stafano

Daveti. Korf 2 will restart with the so

called contemporary days at the

Social center RDA MAY DAY in La

Spezia in October 2008, with the

involvement of ManUelBO for the

visual artistic and video documentary

part. All these people are noted by the

art critics Mara Borzone from La

Spezia, who suggests them for the

lower floor of CAMeC.

Manuel Bozzo is a video maker,

performer and creator of TV

happening. He began shooting videos
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with Canale 99: Come prepararsi
all’urto di VascTv (1999) was presented

during the first Strit Festival in Naples.

Vasc Tv experiments the

opportunities of “lowering TV at

common peolple’s level and therefore

goes down into the Spanish outskirts

– “o vasc”. Doc Divago by Ch99

investigates on the forthcoming

catastrophe of the Millennium end:

“Will it be the end of the world? Or has

it already happened and we didn’t

realized it?”

He is co-founder of Candida Tv – the

appliance TV funded in Rome in 2000

by OFFline TV’s experience as

community television with the slogan

“Make your own TV”. Candida TV, one

of the most lively alternative

networks, is aligned as many other

rack aggiomo nets against the big

ether corporations and began to

broadcast on 18 December 1999 on a

TV channel of Lazio region, giving

birth to a cycle of nine episodes every

Saturday night. Manuel Bozzo is the

great SuperVideo, the hero of

independent communication, the pop

soul of AntiG8.

As turbulent indipendent artist, he

shares the collective experience of

Candida TV and the great activist

enthusiasm of telestreets, taking part

into the amusing Soapopia targata

Candida, i.e. a performance that

invites people to get involved in a

collective nation through a collective

narration and the stereotyped use of

TV soap language (directed during

Transmediale in Berlino 2004; in

Barcelona during the InMotion

Festival 2004; in Roma during Fox-life

2005; in Marino during the Dual Fest

2006).

ManUelBO shot in Barcelona some

total structured videos, resulting from

laboratories held with convicts (VAS-

Video Agèntes Secrètos) and artistic

recycling operations with Lucia Egaña

(among them desBASURAment, a

kind of artistic re-organization of

objects considered useless and

therefore rejected). Together they

opened as live act the independent

Cinema Festival of Barcelona in 2008.

The method of re-cycling disposed

objects with an artistic aim was

applied for the first time in Naples:

the assemblies created were put up

for auction as works of art. Selected

for the 16th edition of the

Videominuto Festival at Pecci

Museum with Grazie 1000 (work
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dedicated to the public), ManUelBo

won the Chatwin Award 2008 with

the documentary film shot in Chile

and titled El repujado màs grande del

mundo, which is the result of an

artistic project with some convicts of

the Colina1 prison.

With this story, he took part to the

Manifesta 7 in Bolzano, Transmediale

2004 and the last year he was

selected for Emergenze i.e. an artistic

event in La Spezia province by Matteo

Sara and Enrico Formica, held in non

conventional places.

In the 2009 edition, Emergenze has

been held in a former factory – Vaccari

– where ManUelBO shot some video-

interviews to ex-workers, who

entered again in the factory already

closed for years. A work based on the

individual, investigating their desires,

thoughts, dreams and relationship to

other people. Again in 2009, he was

present at KLANG, organized by BAU

at Villa Paolina in Viareggio, where he

showed an installation with a fridge

containing a “pouring” of objects,

videos and packaging with the title

Cibo per la mente (Food for mind).

The video experience brought him to

prefer the documentary creative

genre. Il resto di ora is the title of the

video documentary installation of

Candida TV L’ombra delle frequenze

for Manifesta 7, European biennial

exhibition of Contemporary Art in the

readjusted halls of the former

Allumnix in Bolzano.

This is exactly his track, his “sign”

within the collective exhibition “Arte

Avanzata” – Residual Art (or art

created with residue), by KORF group,

featuring as special guest exactly

Candida TV: the homonymous visual

doc lasting 40 minutes is a

fundamental part of the huge

installation works.

The artistic process of KORF collective

– multiple entity that groups

musicians, graphic designers, visual

artists, very important performers

(besides ManuelBO, Giuseppe Cirrito

aka Tingis -, Emanuele Giannelli,

Stefano Daveti with Mario PIXEL

Pischedda) – is subordinated to the

actions of material recovery (also
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military) from disposal areas and

store-rooms where everything is

strictly catalogued, packaged,

numbered, labeled and then also

signed. And ManUelBO’s video

becomes in this way part of the

exhibition as further sing of the

“treatment” not only of a solid waste

but also of memory.

In the exhibition, disorientations and

metamorphosis strike the public at

first sight: everywerhe there are chips,

hardwares, main cards, old

technologies joined to different

materials (tar, chalk, painting) as in an

“impossible supermarket”. And again

gramophones, ventilators, sewing

machines assembled to TV of many

dimensions, maybe also framed with

old tyres and whose loop images are

broadcast within WCs and chairs

while interferences, sounds and

noises are emanated in the

surrounding environment or can be

heard from an old telephone (the

installation Ricostruendo il crono

visore of Candida TV).

The invasion of little white dinosaurus

into an old hardware was very funny.

An artisanal not IT rack aggio which

moves towards a new art syntax that

recovers and re-cycles old methods

(analogical) mixing them with the new

ones. It is a practice of détournante

which produces at the same time

immersive and hypnotic effects, a

symbolic stockpile that sounds like a

bottom up re-appropriation – creative

and subversive – of means of

communications, transmission

channels and nets.

From this point of view, artists seem

to auto-create themselves as

“constructors” of a new language

highly hybridized and symbolic: the

untouchable TV device, the fetish

object sound through the collective

game and demythologized of its

totemic presence through a ludic

gesture of rupture and assembly is

now reanimated.

Once the superfluous elements are

deleted – the “figurine” images – and

the creativity variables are added,

within the TV pruning the only flow

that remains active is the vital

movement of the five senses. Once

the channels are cancelled, only the

cerebral waves created by the game

remain active. Creativity is freed

against the immobility of a TV

enclosed in a piece of furniture.

It is impossible not to mention Wolf
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Vostell that used to create the so

called TV Décoll/age through de-

structuring of TV images and a critic

and violent intervention on TV body,

buried in concrete, destroyed with a

rifle shot, encaged in a razor wire and

smudged with color in order to

denounce TV as a dangerous and

aberrant object.

Nam June Paik himself, with a typical

vanguard gesture, expropriated

videos of their primary testimonial

function, changing them into objects

to be eviscerated in their depth, by

interfering with their signal, distorting

their images and sounds and

connecting them together and with

the environment, in order to catch the

potential of the new electronic

painting/sculpture and declare the

birth of a new abstract art, based on

time.

If we want to find other references,

we could talk about Merzbau by Kurt

Schwitters (1923-1924), the

composition technique and principle

of dada and neodada collage and

assemblage (from Max Ernst and Jean

Arp to Robert Rauschenberg) and the

ready-made by Marcel Duchamp with

the concerning concept of aesthetic

re-functionalization. Everywhere a

bulk (or using Duchamp’s words we

should say “growing”) of materials

temporary out of production to be

proudly re-integrated in the everyday

life in this temporary residence

represented by the museum. This is

actually the history of a lost memory

(Rom and RAM), re-found through a

path typical of an archeologist,

following the tracks of a very recent

pre-historical age: everything is an

agglomerate of waste and rests,

everything becomes unrecognizable

from its original form (and use).

“Each century has its own ruins. – says

the writer Daniele Del Giudice – Our

ruins are from the present time,

objects immediately become waste:

they have not enough time to become

old”. Artists transformed pieces which

are far away from their history (a story

of production and consumption) into

an imaginary inventory and give them

a new sense.

This is the today reliquary of the

collective installation/work on a wall,

made of still recognizable objects

under vacuum, without breath,

displayed among projections,

varnished, plastics and then ordered,

catalogued and sealed. Each of them

is strictly labeled with the name of

KORF. Memorabilia, i.e. “the spoils”. A

valid help comes from the leaflet-

catalogue “CataKorf”, which offers a

list of the objects with their name,

number, dimensions and position, as

it happens during auctions or at a

ironmonger’s.
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The work titles are extraordinary like

the funny matching of materials:

“Black with green circuit”, “Circuits

and penicillin”, “Electric chair with

watering-pot”, “Vape box: white box

with used Vape tablets and motor

with helix”, “Birthday cake with

delayed action”, “4 ghosts wrapped in

a brown waxed paper”. Literally

totemic was the presence of 12 TV

monitors (some of them didn’t

function correctly, others were only

used as reflecting mirrors) which

broadcast with a light time gap the

documentation of the re-cycling

action in disposing areas.

In this case ManUelBO lined up TV

devices in order to reproduce the

effect of a video-wall facade and be

deceptive as regards contents, that in

the end are only an intermittent crazy

light and a video projector that

overhangs the structure doubling the

documentation, which becomes in

this way a pure abstract multi-visual,

reflecting and infinite sign into space.

The exhibitionArte avanzata

chronologically follows the great

personal event dedicated to the

extraordinary artist Gianluga Lerici

from La Spezia: Bad Trip.

CAMeC hosted for some months not

only the exhibition by Korf but also

projections, meetings and discussions

on the same theme, i.e. hackers of

social and creative re-appropriation of

technologies and topics linked to

sustainability and environment,

aiming at shaking the world of arts

with the force of activism and

creating more and more attended

events and contexts.

So many meetings on antagonist

networks were held as well as on the

waste emergency in Campania region

(projection of Una montagna di balle,

2009, self-production of InsùTV,

telestreet of Campania movements,

presented during CinemaAmbiente in

Turin), projections by Candida Tv (to

which a space in the exhibition was

dedicated as present for its 10 years of

activity), projections by

Telegabbianella, project by

ManUelBO’s telestreet created with

some disabled people, and meetings

with KORF artists.
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During the finissage it was also

organized a video/live performance

between the analogic and digital

technology: Techno Ominide and the

presentation of the new CD by Tingis,

Sine Tones. The artists told us that the

exhibition is movable…in other words

recyclable…we are waiting for

proposals.

http://camec.spezianet.it/
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Squatting Supermarkets: Shoptivism
Narrations

Loretta Borrelli

“Tell me a story” is a simple sentence,

an immediately comprehensible

request, which leads to an action

which is not as simple as the request

itself. Telling a story, indeed, is the

practice that always involves an “I”

which can be told which is never

autonomous and confident but which

is constructed by an interweaving of

stories and relationships with others.

According to Adriana Cavarero

narration provides each subjectivity

with what they lack: unity, uniqueness

and stability. Unity is provided by the

interweaving of all the experiences

where the ‘I’ is intended as the

nucleus. I want to experience as a

protagonist what becomes my way of

acting through the story.

But every story is unique,

unrepeatable, and necessarily requires

a point of view, a uniqueness whose

stability is provided by the structure

of the story that gives the self an

approximate direction, a coherence

which is also imperfect. The Italian

philosopher and feminist writes:

“Everyone is looking for the unity of

identity in the story, be it told by

others or by himself, a unity which, far

from being a substantial reality,

instead belongs only to his or her

desire.

It directs both his expectations and

the subject of the story and the work

of the narrator “(A. Cavarero,” You look

at me, you tell me a story. Philosophy

of narration “, Feltrinelli, Milan, 1997, p.

59). Telling a story takes the shape of

a political action capable of describing

the complexity of reality and coping

with its problems.

“Telling the other side of the story” is

the goal that Squatting Supermarkets

is aiming at, an installation, a

performance, a work of net art, some

short stories (and one could use many

more words to describe it), a

coproduction FakePress / Art is Open

Source, presented for the first time in

November 2009 during the Piemonte
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Share Festival. It won the Special

Project Award at this same festival

and the Green Award for ”0” impact

technology of the Environmental Park

in Turin.

The installation for the festival was

made up of three blocks. On a white

cube inside a Plexiglas case there was

an iPhone framing a logo of a brand of

coffee, while on the screen next to it a

micro-documentary film describing

the ecological and environmental

impacts of coffee production on the

countries which import it was

broadcast in loop. A demonstration of

what one might tell a consumer in a

supermarket by using a mobile phone

and scrambling different sources from

the internet.

In front of the case, a normal

supermarket shelf was filled with

about 300 cans with Squatting

Supermarkets labels in five different

colors (red, fuchsia, yellow, blue and

green). On one side of the shelf there

was a technological version of an

oracle, a revised version of the

application iSee of the iPhone. A large

screen projected an eye on a black

background and asked to be

consulted. Around it there was a

series of anonymous products placed

inside some plastic bags which were

marked only by a Qrcode.

By placing a product on the shelf

below, thanks to a webcam framing

the code, the eye-oracle revealed its

hidden story. Opposite there was

Shoptivism TV, a live webTV

broadcasting live from the Museum,

which involved the festival audience

in a dialogue about issues regarding

this installation.

The information seemed to be the

core of the whole operation with the

aim, however, of going beyond the

vision of the world given by the

globalizing powers and, above all,

declined in a very specific context.

The installation Squatting

Supermarkets was proposed as an

interactive supermarket in

“augmented reality”. A situation

perfectly described in the last two

novels by William Gibson, “Academy

of Dreams,” and especially

“Guerreros”. A reality that is not only

imagined but which belongs to

everyday life.

On the one hand we are surrounded

by new applications of mobile phones

and devices of various types which

allow us to add to and stratify levels of
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meaning to our surroundings.

Software capable of providing

information just by framing buildings,

places, objects or codes are published

every day. But the information we are

provided with usually comes from a

single source capable of directing our

action. On the other hand, the

development of social networks has

prompted large companies to exploit

the enthusiasm of consumers for the

development of a positive image

given by comments and contributions

from users. A virtual and multiple

image of these companies has thus

been built, however, it seems to be at

the same time uncontrollable.

Squatting Supermarkets blends these

two aspects by conveying other

information, not in an oppositional

perspective to large multinationals

but by developing other interwoven

stories, nomads, which come from

different users, so unmanageable and

resistant to the logic of power. The

action undermines the virtual image

that companies are building of

themselves, remembering to bring

everything to reality and actively

involving the bodies in the daily area

the supermarket represents.

The performance component

becomes a place of ideal resistance.

This was the case during a workshop

held in Turin during the festival, where

the authors explained the theoretical

and practical aspects of “Shoptivism”

and invited the participants to a

Shoppdropping action in the malls of

the city. The goal was to add micro-

narratives or urban haiku using

adhesive labels to be stuck onto the

shelf goods.

There were small printed words on

these labels. They tried to get people

to reflect on how consumers behave:

“70% of the time you use this product

you forget to dispose of the

packaging properly” “You’ll never

know the history of this product” Be

happy! You are part of a small global

elite. Only 7% of all the people in the

world can buy this product“.

The unpredictability of narration was

fully expressed, however, during a

particular version, an entire

performance of Squatting

Supermarkets. It was held on January

24, 2010 at the Circolo Arci Scighera

Milan. The action was presented as an

interactive banquet in augmented

reality.

Access to a rich banquet was barred
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by an unusual pair of waiters dressed

in white shirts and overalls, their face

covered by a mask. To every request

they answered as follows: “Tell us a

story.” The only available evidence

was two monitors projecting the

logo-eye-oracle iSee, two webcams

above the screens and a transparent

bowl containing the Fiducial Markers,

some special symbols cut out some

squares of white cardboard. Each dish

was associated to a story. Putting one

of the Fiducial Markers in front of the

webcam a small video appeared on

the screen.

Access to the banquet was simple,

you had to tell the story you had just

heard from the oracle to the two

waiters. Once the mechanism was

understood, the public began to

consult the eye using the Fiducial

Markers. To get a complete meal the

participants had to tell the stories

related to different dishes but what

came from the monitors were only

small fragments of videos, sounds or

images. After an initial phase of

confusion, the public begun to

understand that what the two waiters

wanted was that the guests tell their

stories intertwining them with the

suggestions coming from the digital

databases.

They told stories about their

relationship with food, of improbable

situations in which the narrator was

himself the protagonist. They

watched the sharing and the staging

of their desires in a plot between the

real and the virtual which tended to

make them think about the food we

eat every day and the mechanisms of

consumption. This is because an

actual performance as a site of

resistance should use recombinant

inter-related scenes that oscillate

between virtual life and everyday life”

(Critical Art Ensemble, “electronic

sabotage” Castelvecchi, Rome, 1995,

p.58)

For this and for many other reasons, it

was interesting to interview the

authors of Squatting Supermarkets on

the issues of their actions.

Loretta Borrelli: The decade just past

has often been called the NOLOGO

one. Within political criticism there

has often been a strange

identification with logos which

concealed large profits, in the value of

daily life the enemy. It is usual to run

into artistic actions or policies that use

these logos in terms of opposition. In

this work instead these logos are not
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the enemy but great material to use

for giving new meanings.

Squatting Supermarket: There is an

interesting episode which happened

during the Piemonte Share Festival. A

woman of 50 years more or less came

by the installation. She kept

interrupting so many times that we

were forced to ask her to wait in

silence. The mood of the woman (in

absolute good faith) was the result of

a dialogical interpretation of

Squatting Supermarket: in her scheme

corporations were the enemy to deal

with and we were giving to her a virile

(and new) instrument in the fight to

be used “against” them. But Squatting

Supermarkets and iSee are not an

“informational stone” at least not in a

unidirectional sense.

An attitude of this kind would not take

us far. We know perfectly well that

our generation can not afford to have

a ” big enemy” to fight against. First of

all because the enemy has

disappeared. Secondly because there

is an element, the existential level of

relationship with power, which is

more difficult to analyze and resolve.

Reproducing the mechanisms of the

“enemy”, even in terms of opposition,

conceals a desire for recognition and

identification purposes and often to

be “in his place”.

The great revolutions are the most

striking historical example of this:

breaking the old order means

imposing the new ruler, while the

relationship with power remains

virtually unchanged (in this the

experiences of feminism and ecology

are still entirely valid tools of analysis

and criticism, and we still have much

to learn).

Turning to logos and brands,

corporations derive direct benefit

from the opposition. So much so that

fakes are often created ad hoc and are

in effect incorporated into marketing

strategies: in the media they remain

the center of communication, while in

terms of who does the campaign,

efforts are concentrated on the

negation of the opponent rather than

on building an alternative, with the

implied consequences explained

before.

Another constant is sub-sumption:

dress code and emerging trends in

pockets of resistance and youth

cultures are studied, codified,

standardized, ready to become

fashion trends on the catwalk. (We do

not think it is necessary to discuss

further a topic which is well known

and widely documented).
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What happens then to conflict in such

a picture? How should it be acted out?

And above all, will it disappear?

Certainly not. Conflict is projected in a

permanent state, taking on possibilist

dimension in many ways and

opportunities for value creation, while

in a ultra-coded space (physical and

intangible) the only effective action is

“between” the codes: squatting is

something strategic in the

contemporary conflict.

Squatting Supermarkets in fact

explicitly speaks of infrastructural

squatting applied in this case to the

immaterial physical space of

consumption: the logo and the shop.

The logo is a resource that is

recognizable, you wear it, you carry

things with it, it stands out on shelves,

in newspapers, on urban surfaces, on

Web sites. Rather than taking on new

meaning, its function is redesigned,

just as happens with technologies

when applying reverse engineering.

From a communication resource of

the corporation it becomes a place of

open communication, capable of

delivering a polyphony of voices, an

emerging narrative. As if suddenly the

pieces of the world behind the brand

left in the dark bursts onto the scene:

consumers, workers, the other

manufacturers, the object

themselves. Here again the logic is not

oppositional: the corporation, like

others, is part of the mechanism of

publication. Except that it loses its

exclusive monopoly.

Similarly, the point of sale. Mobile

technology, what the vast majority of

consumers carry in their pockets,

makes it possible to make a detour

from the physical experience of

shopping, to stop and add new

informative layers and possibilities

within the most performance-related

(and decisive) moment of

consumption: choosing the product,

putting it in your trolley, paying for it.

Certainly the narrative of squatting is

wonderful: the fact that the brand is

easily recognizable, its being designed

with simple and essential forms,

makes it possible to process the

image easily using visual recognition

software. The strength of the brand is

also its bug: the same way from

where we enter. Just as we enter a

store transforming it into a potential

showcase for the products of others.
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Loretta Borrelli: Big corporations are

now aware of the enormous potential

given by groups of users who seek to

exchange ideas and opinions about

brands or even to define its own

membership. In Squatting

Supermarket user intervention is

required to develop a critical

awareness and to exchange

information about products and

objects that surround them. What do

you think are the substantial

differences that may push users to

use this system differently from that

promoted by large corporations?

What could be the result in both

cases, also in a negative sense?

Squatting Supermarket: The initial

thoughts and questions you are

asking are an integral part of this

research. The companies know they

cannot control communication. It is

no longer possible to think of an

exclusivity of information sources. To

establish this, is a simple search on

Google is enough. We could simply

discover, for example, that among the

first 10 results by typing “Apple” there

are links to Wikipedia and

autonomous blog users who

exchange information, news and

opinions on products and company

policies about the brand.

Driven by necessity, firms and

corporations land massively on social

networks to capture slices of

relational capital (good reputation),

but the result of such operations is

not obvious nor predictable: there is a

percentage of unavoidable risk, where

green washing operations can

become dangerous boomerangs in

the hands of users.

Consumers, meanwhile, show a

significant predisposition to discuss

the goods and the choices that guide

their purchases: according to a study

by Eurisco about 30% of Europeans

would be willing to become an active

boycotter if he had adequate

information, trusting more the

information on the social network

than those listed on product labels.

Briefly, a large group of consumers

get informed online, selecting sources

from other users or other third parties

before buying.

We do not want to describe an idyllic

photograph but an emerging reality a

profound change and a possibility. We

are also fully aware of the following

factors:
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- corporations, companies and global

players have resources available

(financial, of communication and of

imagination) which are not

comparable to those of users;

- the iSee infrastructure can be

manipulated to their advantage, just

like on social networks: from viral

marketing campaigns to specific

professional personnel, we know that

there are thousands of people paid to

have 50 profiles (fake) at a time,

posing as real users, befriending,

commenting, spinning the news and

so on;

- the potential of Squatting

Supermarkets and iSee could express

itself if it becomes a widespread

practice and if it is adopted and

becomes a tool of action for existing

communities (whether associations of

producers, activist or institutional

organizations) and processes.

Finally, there are third parties with

respect to the producers / consumers

who enter into the mechanism of

publication: sources of authoritative

information that offer information on

products / brands for which data are

integrated into the platform. ISee

currently integrates data from

SourceMap (the open source supply

chain of the MIT), EarthWatch (NASA,

UN), Corporate Watch.

For example: with projects like

EarthWatch it is possible, by going

back to the chemical composition of

products, to establish the real

connections between these and

various kinds of pollution in various

parts of the world. So we can take our

favorite shampoos and know, for

example, how it affects the

degradation of the Atlantic Ocean

coastline and so on. We are working

hard on this with ambitious expansion

plans. Everything has to be analyzed

also legally, we would like to create a

“peer to peer authority” : the potential

of an organism of this kind would be

really far-reaching, something like this

does not exist currently.

There is not, obviously, a way to

predict what people or companies will

do with technologies and activities

like the iSee and Squatting

Supermarkets. Neither is this

prediction one of our priorities. Our

aims are creating practice, the

implementation of a new space and

the creation of a new possibility. What

interests us is to observe the world,

analyze processes and imagination,
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and give them free rein, free

expression. Ours is an ethnographic

approach, in this sense.

And also in the sense that the study of

human practices, desire, imagination,

relationships and the emotions of

people also concerns us, of course.

Let us become a voice like any other:

we are not interested in taking a

position of advantage “only” because

we designed an action / practice /

technology.

Nor in this hypothetical advantageous

position are we interested in the

opportunity to make predictions and

estimates. It is indeed interesting to

go beyond sociology, prediction

marketing, or even easy politics. We

are interested in gathering tensions,

desires, imagination and existing

emotions and working among existing

codes which the world packaged in

order to open up to those which allow

free and autonomous expression and

therefore create

practices/technologies/actions that

let them express themselves.

We do not want to give directions, we

create spaces in which directions are

chosen by people who intend to

select them. Once a practice /

technology has been established,

then it will be released and made

available, and we too will become part

of this group of people.

At this point we can act

independently and there, of course,

we can create our interference by

adding contents, which are related to

broad concepts of sustainability,

tolerance, responsibility and social

criticism, ecology of the environment

and the mind.To do that we act in

different fields, science, design, art,

politics, engineering. But we are one

voice among many. So: how will

people and companies use Squatting

Supermarkets?

What will be the positive / negative

results? The answer is: all those they

want. We will make our own, using

this space / opportunity just as we

would like others to do. We are

interested in reinventing reality, in

creating new spaces, in escaping from

the default configurations and in

creating tools available and accessible

to their autonomy and freedom of

expression and communication, we

are not interested in distributing

ideologies.

Therefore, at a certain point, we will

start talking about contents, by which

everyone could take his own

“direction” in this new space, in this

“growth” of reality available. We

ourselves, as publishers / performers

/ artivists will express our own set of

directions, initially letting the system

live and finding mechanisms for its

sustainability, trying to diffuse the

existing social networks, creating
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reports, communicating.

As far as producers are concerned,

Squatting Supermarkets is still an

embryo reality: the reactions of firms

are not entirely predictable. Actually it

is possible that they would not like

the fact that a platform could connect

their favorite shampoo with pollution

in a given territory. To return to the

example made before, we have to pay

attention also to the legal issues that

are sensitive and controversial ones.

Fortunately we always collaborate

with several lawyers, in this sense

priceless.

Loretta Borrelli: Squatting

Supermarkets starts from there, from

where the label ends. The process you

put in place is that of the layering of

meanings, but it is not only digital but

also a performance action that

involves physical spaces and tends to

begin a process of awareness in

individual consumers. In an era when

the informational factor rules, where

the exchange of information becomes

a performance, do you add more

information?

Squatting Supermarket: “The next big

thing,” The Internet of things. Since

2007 we used to call it Virtual

Neorealism. It is about the

opportunity to of post information

about bodies, buildings and objects

which are something real, with all the

ensuing consequences. Squatting

Supermarkets does not want to

“evangelize” consumers to a critical

consumption, and perhaps even spur

a form of awareness. Its essence is

firstly that of enabling infrastructure,

secondly of disseminating

practices.Moral aspirations are absent.

The focus is perhaps more visible on

the complexity of the ecosystem in

which we are immersed (in this case,

shopping, the consumer, the market

place) and of the instruments that

enable the possibility to exist, to

express our identity.

What we have is an infrastructure, a

public space that is inherently neutral

and its value is mainly explained here

below: the function of a road is to

allow people to circulate, not to

control who goes there (This function

is delegated to other entities

fortunately), a square is an open place

where anyone can theoretically

interact, meet, congregate. The same

can be applied to infrastructures such

as the iSee.

Regarding how to stratify and add
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information, it goes towards

reinventing the real (an “augmented

reality”, therefore, in a possibilist

sense and emerging with a meaning

not only technological) and

simultaneously adding and removing

complexity: to dig, the emergence of

data and intrinsically multiple

viewpoints and, at the same time, to

make everything accessible, natural,

gestural, physical and simple.

The action on the body is a piece of

reflection and publishing model: we

produce hybrid media, as are the

technologies we use. But there’s

more. With Squatting Supermarkets at

Share we coined the term Shoptivism

(shopping + activism). Declined in two

ways, primarily: a web TV carried on a

facade of the installation to affirm the

possibility of a dialogue inside the

supermarket and the active search for

this dialogue, and an action of

Shopdropping. All this was part of a

workshop for students of Multimedia

DAMS. With them we went shopping

in the city. We had some stickers to

stick on the bar codes of products.

There were urban micro-narratives

regarding consumption on the

labels.Short sentences like the haiku.

Essentially the same mechanism, the

same mode of publication that Fake

Press proposes, but analog and

oriented to action on the bodies in

this case intentional: a performance

intended to stop the flow of

consumption.And this has a meaning

and a specific value especially in

terms of who does the action: to

prepare, to imagine, to take risks

(even if very small), to take time. The

experience of bodies has a specific

value simply because a body is a

“device”, a technology we use that

provides valuable information which is

not replaceable, so far, by other

technologies.

A body gives back finiteness, pain,

death, the consequences of actions, it

gives us our sense of being in the

world. Some time ago we made a suit

to wear. It connected the body with

its avatar (or vice versa), OneAvatar:

the promo work was the suicide of

XDXD on SL. An actual suicide, which

involved physical death: his avatar

threw itself from a cliff but an

electrical circuit connected to the

body gave it electrical shocks. And the

suit does exactly that, only at low

voltage, of course.

Loretta Borrelli: The Art is Open

Source website says “Each product
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creates a chain reaction constructed

of environmental, social, political,

economic, technological, relational

and emotional rings. These

connections, so complex and

ramified, are not very explicit: too

often only the experiential message is

reserved for people: “buy this item /

service, it was made especially for

you, for how you want to be.”

Not only the subjectivities are valued

but also relationships. Each purchase

has an emotional and sentimental

aspect which seems to emerge from

this sentence. For this reason a

political critique which does not take

into consideration this may seem

inadequate. In your work it seems

another meaning of the word

consumerism is revealed.

Squatting Supermarket: The Homo

oeconomicus theorized from political

economy (Smith, but also Marx) does

not exist today and has never existed.

Consumption is clearly a complex act

that involves culture, emotions,

anthropology, psychology. Already in

the “Passage”, Benjamin was fully

aware that the consumer loves and

identifies himself with goods

(including assembly line workers,

those who should hate the goods

which represent the symbol of their

exploitation; but it was not always

exactly so).

The display of foodstuff, and therefore

visual consumption, is not a trivial and

passive act. The act of consumption

always implies a level of subjective

reworking by the consumer, from

which the product is in turn modified.

Now all this is taken to extremes:

technology enters the private sphere

and inside our bodies. Through it we

can increase our performance to a

level and we can be put to work at full

speed, Just think of some contact

lenses or a PC.

Under these conditions, even a

primitive Luddism (destroying

technology was the first rudimentary

form of subversion in relation to

machines: the organized labor

movement came much later, but it

would be difficult to imagine it

without these conditions) is weak or

unenforceable for obvious reasons:

there is no rebellion against

technology which is rather a object of

desire and a symbol of emancipation

(let us leave out the possible drift of

the superman, who through

technological mutation adapts himself

to a nature always in danger of

survival).

It is impossible to ignore these

elements, especially consumption; e

are immersed in a consumerist

ecosystem where even our mental

and intimate feelings are activated

through products and services. The

exodus is not a practical way and not

attractive neither …
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It is difficult, however, to say that our

work reveals a new definition of

consumerism: even more relevant

here is the ability to activate emerging

practices, new ones if you like, which

deform, expand, and redesign

experience and the mechanisms of

consumption, making submerged

realities explicit, as is declared in the

artistic statement. Moreover, as Bill

Gates said in a letter to Seboeck:

“power is making things easy”. Reality

however is complex. Reflecting,

perhaps what varies substantially is

the definition of profit, which has to

incorporate cultural, ecological,

environmental, social as well as

strictly “economic” elements.

Squatting Supermarkets creates

tension in this sense, a pressure in

other words, on companies starting

not from claims to be moral, but from

survival. What is envisaged, if put into

effect, is a state of radical

competition, where the survival of

businesses is increasingly linked to

their effective action, not to their

image, a green image, a human and

charitable image made up by an

advertiser…

Loretta Borrelli: In Squatting

Supermarkets you try to let bodies act

in a physical space but you also use

the network to weave different

stories. You do that using the

mechanisms of social networks. What

do you think has been crucial for the

success of social networks?

Squatting Supermarket: The situation

of social networks is complex and

keeps evolving. Presumably we have

not yet seen the last evolution of Web

2.0. There will be a “passage” to 3.0,

defined as a sudden change to a

different paradigm. There are now

several overlapping stages and

different levels of maturity which are

mixed with each other. The situation

is unclear. The success of social

networks is not due to a single factor.

It is linked to an emerging situation.

There is certainly venture capital and

the desire of large traders to

understand post-modern tensions

which in fact are characterizing and, in

some funny way, “decorating” the

collapse of the traditional economic
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mechanisms, but there are also other

elements.

For example, in a long early phase

social networks were losing

investments without business models

easy to be understood where the only

ones who could make money did it by

applying seasoned models such as

advertising rejuvenated by technology

– for example by the contextualization

of advertising. Now we are facing a

completely different situation. The

money keeps coming from advertising

but, at the same time, a whole series

of other accessory models aimed at

other forms of profit are becoming

widespread. It is interesting to

observe the whole process from the

standpoint of design, mainly from that

of the “interaction design” when

dealing with the evolution of its

approaches in various stages of the

adoption of technology.

The description by David Liddle of the

phases of the adoption of technology

and the evolution of design

approaches throughout their

sequence is really interesting. In

particular, the main beneficiaries of

technology turn out to be firstly the

“enthusiasts” then the “professionals”

and the “consumers”. This sequence

describes some completely different

methods in the design of products /

services / experiences. Initially

everything is “non standard”,

incredibly expressive and free form.

In the second phase the

standardization of commands and the

representations of interfaces, is paired

with the focus on reliability. In the

third phase the analysis goes even

further: the focus on the reliability of

functions increases excessively going

beyond the standardization of

controls, introducing automation.

Once the consumer phase is reached

the most important functions of

technology are automated processes.

It is obvious for cars (think about

automated devices relating to safety,

such as airbags, braking devices …)

and cameras.

But what happens when the

automation, as well as

standardization, is applied to social

networks, on its arrival at the

“consumer” stage? What happens

when it is applied to relationships,

communication, interconnection?

Exactly the same: we become part of

the algorithm.

This is a process that is systematically

applied to Web 2.0 and all its
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evolutions, so attention, respect,

privacy, public space, the private one,

emotions and the desire of individuals

are becoming (have become) part of a

distributed algorithm, where the

infrastructure (the social network) has

as its sole purpose the activation of

these automation devices.

Why? It can be assumed that several

purposes coexist. It is certain that

economic actors are implementing

this process for profit. And yet, they

are groping in the dark, following

flocks of “strategic” consultants

clumsily attempting to guide them

among predictions of marketing,

marketing attention, the exploration

of the social graph, expert systems

and artificial intelligences which can

observe the user- algorithm and

derive information and opportunities

for intervention from this.

But some people are putting in place

more complex strategies, based on a

more advanced analysis which can be

compared to the one that led to the

concepts of “flat” rates that we

offered more and more frequently

when purchasing services, products

and energy. These perspectives have

disruptive impacts because they

eliminate the critical phase: an

“object” which was once far-off and

desired then becomes close and

accessible, without restrictions, by

paying a fixed fee. The effect is that

the “object “disappears, it becomes

embedded in our perception of

reality, a piece of our everyday life. So

much so that it disappears along with

the choice.

At that point, something incredible

happens, because we become entities

participating in something that is

difficult not to interpret as a “strange”

evolution of nations and institutions.

The “tax” (flat) with which we hoard

connectivity and energy makes its

value “disappear” and turns

consumers into citizens-of-a-thing ,

that the provider (of power and

connectivity, but examples on food,

water, transport already abound)

defines laws and regulations of new

nations stratified on an ordinary,

global, immaterial reality.

This other perspective, then, does not

describe the success of one or more

websites, but the intake of a variety of

nationalities where a few players

define the spaces of freedom for its

citizens. In doing this, they are opaque

and the “tax” is cheap and cognitive.
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This is happening simultaneously on

multiple levels in various stages of

adoption. So it is already possible to

talk about “classical social networks”

and “new frontiers”, where the

network comes out from the screen

and becomes more embedded in the

space of our everyday life, in

architecture and the body, increasing

even more the metaphor of the new

“nation”, the new public space.

It is a kind of invasion, or squatting of

reality, in other words. Applied by a

variety of subjects that are colonizing

the new analog / digital spaces,

according to a more comprehensive

and multidisciplinary definition of

“augmented reality”.

http://www.fakepress.it

http://www.artisopensource.net/sho

ptivism/
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The Thousands Stimuli Of Sound. Interview To
Silvia Bencivelli

Simone Broglia

The fact that music stimulates our

emotional components and sounds

guide our approach to the world is not

new. Many have talked about and

studied the effects on memory, on

affective involuntary reactions and

relationships that develop between

the listening and stimuli pleasure.

Music has a social function, a policy

and above all, according to some, an

evolution. The work on sounds,

hearing and the process of generating

them attempts to manage short

rhythmic phrases and closed forms,

the discovery of the stamps and

resonant cavities, and the voice, has

made an essential contribution to the

development of the human mind and

why species are social. Stimulated ,

according to Darwin, a journey of

abstraction and communication,

aimed at procreation, which laid the

foundation for verbal language.

Philosophy, ethnomusicology, and

recent studies of neurology, have

interwoven depth contributions on

such issues clearly showing the

development of evolutionary

processes, images and symbols

related to sound. In recent years in

particular, it has been noted as the

neurosciences have brought a series

of answers to questions related to the

mechanisms set in motion at the time

of acting and receiving. Not only that,

they place an important part,

according to some scholars (see

Rizzolatti, Sinigaglia – “I know what

you do. The acting brain and mirror

neurons” – Cortina, Milano 2006) in his

philosophical studies on perception:

visuomotor neurons motivate, or

more correctly show, the intent of the

act and of understanding,

communication of the body based on

the gesture even before the verbal.
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Silvia Bencivelli è medico e giornalista

scientifica freelance. Ha studiato a

Pisa e a Trieste, dove ha frequentato il

Master in Comunicazione della

scienza della SISSA. Fa parte della

redazione di Radio3 Scienza, il

quotidiano scientifico di Radio3 Rai.

Collabora inoltre con l’agenzia di

giornalismo scientifico Zadigroma,

con numerose testate nazionali e con

De Agostani scuola.

The field of music lends itself  to be

deepened by all these points of view

for several reasons. First of all due to

its very elusiveness: music fades when

you hear it, it does not have the clarity

of  vision,  but  it  can  inform  me  of

something in absence. The expressive

power of imagination and sound can

stimulate my emotion: I can feel what

I see and work with my imagination

(e.g. I hear my neighbours arguing or

hear the clink of forks when they eat).

Publications approaching this subject

are numerous, even in Italy. But few

can give a wide-ranging question

without confusing the rigor of a

serious study with the intention of

esotericism, building a serious and

reasoned bibliography that can

stimulate new avenues of research.

Especially, few are those who manage

to generate a short circuit in the

reader, presenting the themes

without simplifying and compelling

both the conceptual complexity and

the research.

I would like to mention a few books,

over the volume of Silvia Bencivelli,

“Why do we like music. Ear, emotion,

evolution (Sironi Editore, Milan 2007),

that help us to understand further the

question which seeks to address the

relationship among music,

communication and emotion. The first

is Oliver Sacks, “music lovers”,

Adelphi, Milan 2008, the second by

Daniel Levitin, “Facts of music. The

science of a human obsession,” Code

Edizioni, Torino 2008 and the third by

Silvia Vizzardelli, “Philosophy music “,

Laterza, Roma-Bari 2007.

Silvia Bencivelli is a freelance medical

and science journalist. She studied at

Pisa and Trieste, where she attended

the Master in Science Communication

of SISSA. Part of the editorial staff of

Radio3 Science, the scientific dailiy of

Radio3 Rai. She also collaborates with

the agency of scientific journalism

Zadigroma, with numerous national

journlas and with De Agostini School.
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Simone Broglia: How did the idea to

address this topic of study start?

Silvia Bencivelli:To tell the truth, it

was almost a case. I found (and I will

not say how, even under torture) a

special edition of Nature

Neuroscience, devoted entirely to

music. So I realized just how

interesting the topic was, how I

teased the question: why humans like

such a useless thing, so intangible, so

laborious and costly as music? Why,

even now, in the office, we are here

listening to a mambo and moving

chairs in time, while each of us write,

phone, reads, does research for the

next episodes of Radio3 science?

And then I played the violin for many

years and the viola in an amateur

quartet and in an orchestra of

amateurs. I stopped in the third year

of university (I did medicine), when I

could no longer have time for

everything. But I still have a great

curiosity and a great attraction for

music, even from the theoretical point

of view. I speak not only of music

theory (solfeggio).

Simone Broglia: Have you struggled to

find material for the book?

Silvia Bencivelli Quite a lot. When I

started there were no books on the

subject for the general public, at most

a few articles here and there. My

father says it was the part of the PhD

that I never did: I downloaded

hundreds of articles, I bought books

on American university press, very

hard and long to die. I was also at a

conference in Germany, to pursue the

authors of the more interesting

researches. Then I had (and I still have)

a great fear of making mistakes.

The parties devoted to theoretical

classification of the problem contain a

lot of physics and music theory, and I

admit that I had never fully

understood them. While those on the

brain are slippery by nature, often

seem contradictory. Then I came to

the conclusion that the important

thing is to use common sense, to

separate the wheat from the chaff,

which you find in this research.

Simone Broglia: Neuroscience in

recent years is having a great success.

Why is this, in your opinion?

Silvia Bencivelli: I find it very

fascinating. It is a synthesis of

different scientific fields that travels

so far apart (in a neuroscience lab you

find physicists, computer scientists,
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physicians, biologists, psychologists …)

which give a quantifiable and

objective basis to psychology.

Certainly, for me I do the journalist, I

also have the indisputable advantage,

ehm …, to sell well. It is fascinating,

but also lends itself easily to narrative,

fiction.

It is a delicate matter and that is why

if you want to be serious must be very

careful, patient, and have a few

trusted friends among authentic

neuroscientists. Around the corner

there is the so-called PopEp, the pop

evolutionary psychology, that

unscientific, that tells you the reasons

for the compulsive shopping or

attachment between siblings, but

often it is baseless stuff that they have

the only honor to be so pretty if you

put it on the front page.

Simone Broglia: The diffusion of

studies on neuroscience is perhaps

also due to the fortunate discovery of

mirror neurons, or visuomotors. What

has this component of the brain to do

with music?

Silvia Bencivelli: Well, is not just about

mirror neurons. There have been

some people who have been able to

make a breakthrough in this field, for

some reason unclear even to those

who do the same job as me: they

become famous in the general public

and attract a lot of attention. And

maybe even give a nice shine to all

neuroscience. But today they are

alleged to have exaggerated. That

they proposed as an explanation for

everything, have become pop.

Last summer there was an interesting

controversy among neuroscientists (or

perhaps, I should say academics, since

there are issues of research funding

behind it), that has not been confined

between the professionals and had

some vice on the bright path for

neuroscience. However, for music,

mirror neurons have certainly an

important role. As in all physical

activities, they have great merit in

learning, imitation. Probably listening

too.

Simone Broglia: Very popular is the

alphabetical theory on building a

capacity of abstraction in Western

culture. What relationship exists

between music and abstraction, and

which role has had in developing brain

of the species?

Silvia Bencivelli: Some say that music

was just to make us human. Because

music (ie: the first systems of human
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communication, which were,

according to some, characterized by

the emission of lines with the mouth

that can give not standardized and

complex informations to other

individuals) is an exercise in

abstraction. It says nothing concrete,

but it uses different parts of the brain,

sets them in motion, coordinates

them. We must also distinguish

between listening to music from the

music excercise. Listening now, for us,

is an ubiquitous and constant

experience.

Changing our mood, or adapts to it (if

we can choose what to listen to), but

has no effect on the structure of our

brain. Instead, playing an instrument

changes the relationship between

parts of the brain: a violinist, for

example, has a superior cortical

representation of the left hand (a part

of the brain reserved for its

movement, hence the precision and

speed with which we use it) than a

tango dancer.

Simone Broglia: So the link between

music and communication is essential

to understanding human

relationships?

Silvia Bencivelli: Music is

communication. Communication can

convey moods, or may establish

membership in a group, for example.

Even when we listen to music alone,

with our earphones, we’re talking to

ourselves or let the mp3 tell us

something at that time. That’s why

most of the theories about its birth

and its success in our species reflect

the communication. They say, more or

less, that music has made our groups

cohesive and, for those who want it

has preceded the development of

language, has allowed our ancestors

to understand each other before

having the words to do so.

However, careful here too: the views

change a lot depending on how you

define the terms of the problem, that

is how you define music and

language. For example, doing well at

all to say that a song is a complex

learned vocalization and devoided of

any semantic content? In this case, we

must recognize that there are other

animals that sing and are not very

close to us, from the phylogenetic

point of view. But, be careful, because

song is not music and music is not

only sound. So the question of

boundaries are blurred and complex.

And the risk of falling into popEp

becomes frighteningly real.
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Simone Broglia: It is also interesting to

see the communication and learning

by the child’s mother. What role does

the music in the stratification of the

experience of the person and what

remains in the growth?

Silvia Bencivelli: The music

accompanies our life and is one of the

first beautiful things we learn to

appreciate. The very young children

begin with the siren’s voice, or

modulate the babbling as if singing.

And indeed sing. They understood

that it is a nice thing and play. For this

spontaneous learning, just as the

spoken language, it is of no use to sit

behind a school desk. Just live among

other men. Then comes the growth

and awareness of having to do with a

communication system that does not

pass accurate messages, like words,

but that has to do with emotions and

feelings.

And you begin to differentiate. Then,

there is someone who decide to study

it (in our world, all hear but few play).

But for all, there will be a background

of experiences and memories that will

be crucial in shaping our tastes and

our culture. I was born in the late

seventies and still listen to that British

rock of the early nineties which

defines my high school years!

Simone Broglia: The fact that music

communicates emotionally is clear,

but what I would understand is what

determines the sharing of emotional

reaction.

Silvia Bencivelli: It’s because we are

human. We humans have a strong

sense of community, we empathize,

we live in a group, suffer from

loneliness and isolation. And the

music is a vehicle of our sociability. To

understand that (and how) the notes

affect our mood, was not at all trivial,

because we have seen that this is a

stimulus for the gratification areas of

the brain, those that are activated

when we do something good from

the evolutionary point of iew (ie when

we eat and have sex, laudable

activities that nature encourages us to

pursue with enthusiasm, since they

are the only guarantees the success of

the species).

This can mean two things: either the

music is or was an advantage for us

humans, or the music (as well as drugs

and masturbation) is a phenomenon
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that has succeeded because it was

able to parasitize precisely those

circuits. Causes and effects cross, in

fact. And perhaps we will never find

the key of the coil.

Simone Broglia: In conclusion, I would

like to ask you something about music

therapy. What are the roots and how

did it evolve?

Silvia Bencivelli: I suspect the honest

answer is simple: music therapy has

always existed, it’s just we called it

that. After all, the lullabies are a form

of music therapy. They serve to calm

the child and to make them sleep.

Only today there is a concrete

attempt to put it in the clinical ambit

with science shared basis, making it

one of the concrete tools of the clinic

analysis and not an improvised stuff

by a freak guy. For children with

expressive difficulties, but also for

adults with mood or coordination

problems, and in many other

situations, music therapy is having

more and more success.

The music, however, without any

treatment behind, is not used in

practice or in a safe place: we can

listen to it anytime, anywhere. It

seems a normal thing, but it is a

special one that only we humans

seem to have: the most mysterious

gift that nature gave us, as the old

Charles Darwin said.
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Evan Roth: Graffiti Taxonomy. Writing Between
Research & Documentation

Claudio Musso

You do not need to be too familiar

with the world of Writing ( or Graffiti

to be more traditional) in order to

know that the work made by these

artists is essentially momentary. The

materials used are temporary, they

usually get painted over as a sort of

punishment for this violation, all of

this puts graffiti at risk.

If it is true that since the beginning of

this phenomenon numerous

photographers and video makers,

have tried to slow down the

extinction of Writiing, it is also true

that their tentatives were limited. This

is probably what pushed Evan Roth to

create a new method, which offered

graffiti artists to archive and store

their work and their tags.

Roth has distinguished himself in the

past, thanks to the Graffiti Research

Lab, which created a union between

Writing and technology. Crossing

limits and pushing themselves in

order to avoid degradation. Infact

using the L.A.S.E.R. tag or LED

throwies, the colour sprayed from the

spray can has been planted by the

light.

This is an important step because it

indicates a step forward and a great

difference compared to the past.

After an optical reading joined with a

software, for the registration of data

based on its’ position, the project

Graffiti Analysis came to life. It was

spotted at Paris, where it was

presented during the exhibition Born

in the Street brought by the Cartier

Foundation. During this occasion it
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was possible to see how the kinetic

analysis of a writer’s personal tag was

infact formed by numerous dots.

This software is capable of following

hand movements, and most

importantly copying them, therefore

registering and saving thousands of

tags and allowing the first kind of

documentation for graffiti artists. Not

only a step in documentation but this

also allows the possibility to focus less

on the final result and try to

understand the “modus operandi”, or

in other words the way of creation.

In order to understand what the

starting points of the project are, what

are the differences between the other

methods of file storing and what the

possible consequences may be, we

spoke directly with the creator of the

project.

Claudio Musso: Lets take it from the

beginning. Why did you decide to call

this project Graffiti Analysis?

Evan Roth: I called the project Graffiti

Analysis because I wanted it to be

clear that what I was doing was not

graffiti, but was rather a study of

graffiti. Because graffiti is so

ephemeral, it is a practice that has an

interesting (and long) relationship

with documentarians ranging from

Martha Cooper‘s 
Subway Ar

t book to

Chalfant and Silver‘s 
Style Wars

documentary to the thousands of

users on photo sharing websites like

flickr.

I love graffiti writing and I have a lot of

respect for graffiti writers so the name

is intentional to indicate that my

experiment into graffiti digitization

was not an attempt to create graffiti,

but rather to document and archive it

in a new way.

Claudio Musso: As everyone may

know, and as you reminded us, graffiti

works of art are not permanent. The

way of scanning and storing these

writer’s tags, could take us to the

bigger picture, a safe and

reproducible archive for Graffiti
Culture. What role did the registration

play in the development of the

project?

Evan Roth:On one hand there is an

inherent flaw in archiving graffiti

because seeing a photograph or

movie of a tag is never the same as

coming across the real thing in the

city. That being said, it was seeing

movies like Style Wars, books such as
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Subway art, and websites like

Banksy’s that really inspired me early

on and played a major role in my

interests in researching graffiti.

So part of my interests in digitally

archiving graffiti motion is to inspire

others the way it has inspired me.

Another personal goal for me in

developing a database of graffiti tags

is to build collaborations in the

present (as opposed to simply

archiving tags for the future). I believe

computer hackers and graffiti writers

have a lot in common and hope to

encourage the two communities to

work together.

Claudio Musso: Writing, as an artistic

practice, is historically based on some

fundamental categories like speed,

precision and movement. If the

software used for Graffiti Analysis can

keep up with the first two, is it

possible that it can be able to

reproduce the movement? And if it

actually works do you think that it is

possible to place it side by side with a

“canonical documentation” either

photographical or video?

Evan Roth: Yes, this is a good point.

The Graffiti Analysis application

visualizes the motion of graffiti, which

often is quite different than the ink

that ends up on the wall. The

thickness of the line as represented in

the Graffiti Analysis software reflects

speed rather than any of the physical

properties associated with the marker

tip. The faster the writer moves, the

thinner the line becomes.

Another example of the difference

between the digital visualization and

the ink is that the software also

records non-drawing movements,

such as when the pen is picked up to

move from one letter to the next.

When I meet with writers to capture

their tags using the Graffiti Analysis

system, I always keep the resulting ink

and paper so as to compare it to the

digital representation.

Claudio Musso: The significant

difference between the classical

picture of a tag and the digital

analysis, which your project offers, is

in the fact that you try to imitate the

third dimension, which is the

movement. The break-through of 2D

took place during modern art, like

during the second wave of Graffiti

(during the 90′s). In this way, do you

think that the technological progress

will influence Graffiti?
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Evan Roth: There are a lot of

interesting uses of technology in the

documentation of graffiti. Beyond

software systems like Graffiti Analysis,

online social systems such as blogs,

forums and photo sharing services are

still relatively new developments that

are a major shift in how people learn

about graffiti. But in terms of

advancements in the practice of

graffiti, and how technology is

actually affecting the writing the on

the wall, I think that the more

interesting developments are

chemical rather than digital.

The use of acids for writing on

windows is a much more widely

adopted innovation than anything

coming from a computer. Graffiti is

always an arms race between writers

and the city, and for several years now

acid etch has remained a relatively

non-buffabel medium for graffiti

writers.

http://graffitianalysis.com/
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Open Peer-to-peer Design.massimo
Menichinelli, Partecipated Future

Bertram Niessen

Along with this interview with

Massimo Menichinelli, my second

collaboration phase with Digicult

begins. After being interviewing the

leading live media artists during the

past years , I believe I fairly cleared my

mind up on what is going on in that

field , and I hope to have also supplied

at least narrowly i nteresting readings, 

to those who bothered reading me.

I am nowadays having  the strong

impression that several branches of

new media art have basically  lost

much of the innovation potential they

used to be characterized by.Festivals

are mushrooming, bringing lots of

redundancies and few excellencies,

heralding the process through which

many forms of expression are being

institutionalized, that is, recognized

by academies, galleries, the press and

even by advertising . The

“gurus”/”leading lights” keep on

making remarkable works,

occasionally some new somebody

emerges, capable of drawing the

public through unexplored

territories.However, for me, the main

picture seems altogether to be

substantially less stimulating. No

harm done. The world goes on.

It is consequently this sense of

stagnation, anyways , that I decided

to inaugurate a new path along with

Digicult , sharing with readers parts of

the research I as  a sociologist, am

undertaking in the area of recent

cultural economics transformations,

of peer-to-peer (P2P) and of open

design. Whilst the attention of most of

us was focusing/focused on the

media and ICT giants attempt to

monopolize the web, a number of

rapid, radical transformations from

the bottom began to dispute material

and immaterial production structures

revivifying  and systematizing

practices that were already familiar to

hacker, hacktivist and libertarian

cultures.
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The most well-known names to

readers might be Yochai Benler,

author of “The Wealth of Networks”,

and Michel Bauwens, who wrote “The

Political Economy of Peer

Production”. Besides them, however,

a thick network rapidly developed on

a global level, testing the application

of peer-to-peer and commons’

principles to a strikingly wide range of

fields, going from city-planning to

prosthetics, through design and

material production (last but not least

the shining example of how p2p

revolutionized our ways of operating

as social and economic beings in the

world: open source softwares).

This is a world whose boundaries are

constantly expanding and

interbreeding, where practices and

definitions unceasingly multiply.For

this reason, coherently with the

features of the subject, I would solicit 

readers to look up for unfamiliar terms

on Wikipedia and on Foundation for

P2P Alternatives website.

It is precisely due to the dazing

acceleration of these fields that I

chose to start by interviewing

Massimo Menichinelli, founder on

2006 of openp2pdesign.org a blog

that in 2010 turned into an open-

source community aimed to find and

develop complex collaborative

projects for territories and

communities. The core of his activity

is indeed entirely methodological and

planning, and it is my belief that

nothing could be better than some

good old methodology to tackle

complex phenomena.

Designer Massimo Menichinelli’s work

concerns professional activity,

research and projects regarding the

introduction of Open and P2P

dynamics in designing processes in

connection with communities and

territories. He is interested in the

relation design is developing along

with territory, communities and

complexity, adopting practices and

principles which originated within

software phenomena Open Source,

peer-to-peer and Web 2.0 in order to

develop focused interventions on

local communities that would support

their self-organization for the

improvement of local conditions.
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Through these researches, in 2005 he

started developing Open P2P Design

planning method, created in first

place for planning processes for and

together with Communities/Localities

(a community together with its

territory) with the aim to achieve a

collaborative activity which should

breed initiatives of opened and social

innovation (Open Innovation / Social

Innovation). method. Hence, design

seen not only as an aesthetic and

formal mean, but also as a tool to

organize and facilitate systems,

processes, open projects.

Bertram Niessen: Reading through

your website, the subjects of posts

range from social service design to car

design. How would you then define

open p2p design field of

application/action?

Massimo Menichinelli: Open P2P

Design is the proposal of a new design

method for the co-designing of open

and peer-to-peer collaborative

activities with/for communities,

through an indeed  open and shared

process aimed to co-plan such active

collaborations. A community-

centered design, in short. I began

developing this method in reaction to

a lack: albeit the definite presence of

an interest in replicating open and

p2p organization patterns, the matter

has so far been faced uniquely

through implementing the use of

dedicated software and technologies,

missing a proper social planning (with

the result on a sometimes ineffective

approach).

The fields in which this can be applied

are potentially vast and still being

defined. Think about the various cases

of open methods implementation: we

go from biotechnologies to mineral

processing, like Goldcorp Inc. used

them for! In sum, these systems can

be applied to any activity we are

aiming to turn into an open and

collaborative one, or on top of that

wherever it is thought that a

cooperative activity might solve a

specific issue through the presence of

active participants.

Open P2P Design is not the planning

of communicative artifacts neither

commodities, but rather a

collaborative activity (for instance

design of services and other

disciplines), which would itself be

dedicated to the matter to be tackled

(maybe then through the cooperative

planning of a communicative artifact

or some commodity). I chose not to
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bound Open P2P Design action field

solely to design since it would be

limiting and also because it can

actually represent a further way to

diffuse open and peer-to-peer

principles and dynamics.

Open P2P Design method can as a

general principle be applied wherever

it is desired to arise a collaborative

activity, both in already existing

communities and in ones to be

created.

We can develop cooperative activities

within firms businesses as well as

collaborate with them to create

community-based cooperative

businesses. An example of this is

Open Innovation initiatives, where

instead of merely catching

informations or offering activities

where users/communities don’t have

an option to intervene, it is chosen to

really co-create together with a

community the development of open

innovation. We can also initiate

collaborations within a firm, in case

the sole adoption of a software

appears to be insufficient to generate

the aimed collaboration (i.e. the

current Enterprise 2.0 approach).

On top of that we might even develop

community-based businesses, as it

happened with GiffGaff telephone

company, in which some of the

company tasks are preformed by

users (and examples might continue

with mass customization). I also

believe users and communities must

be involved in ‘bottom of the pyramid’

targeted businesses, in order to avert

inadequate suggestions (see The

Onionsatirical article in this regard),

establishing an equal debate instead.

Concerning public administration, it is

interesting to examine the Open

Government form: this definition

presently refers to the publication of

government owned data, put under

open licenses in order to facilitate

citizens and organizations to

independently visualize and present

them. This move aims to increase

institutions‘ transparency in order to

allow citizens to be more aware of

public management and hence

making aware  choices. A  big step

forward, nonetheless we could push

ourselves further, for instance

developing open p2p and

collaborative public services, as RED

Unit del Design Council did in Britain.

A further step forward might be

turning activities that are now

governments’ and public
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administrations’ prerogative activities

into open, collaborative ones, as the

documentary “Us Now” thoroughly

shows .

Finally, public administrations can

adopt this method in case they might

need/want to develop collaborative

networks within a definite territory or

city, concerning the field of social

development enterprises willing to

reinforce local social and economic

networks.

Furthermore, this system can be

applied in order to develop creative

projects such as Open Hardware e

Open Design conceived as Open

product design as well as Open Web

Design, Open Interaction Design,

Open Font Design, Open Movie

Design, Open Game Design, Open

Architecture and Open Fashion

Design, just to give some examples.

We must notice, though, that all these

examples currently consider Open

Design simply publishing one or

several files under a free-share

license. I.e. no one conceives

involvement and collaboration as

starting points on which to build up

an active community, whereas those

would  be pivotal points in the

process Open P2P Design advocates.

Moreover, the project, namely the

website openp2pdesign.org, is an

open source community aimed to

study and develop projects on social

systems, collaborative systems and

complex systems: we are going to use

Open P2P Design method to define its

very way of functioning.

Bertram Niessen: How do you

articulate the relationship between

design and metadesign in your

approach?

Massimo Menichinelli: The concept of

Metadesign (or metaproject) still isn’t

largely known among designers, yet it

is sonly spreading, being defined and

developed; this is shown for instance

by the increasing number of designers

using Processing to program their

softwares. Basically metadesign

means designing the designing

process of material, immaterial and

cognitive artifacts. The interest

towards metadesign represents a

growing awareness about design

means and processes and the

influence these elements have on final

results; an awareness proving to be

more and more essential in view of

social and economic changes,

entailing consequent changes in the
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projects.

Also, if we are willing to involve users

in the designing process we will

immediately realize that the final

outcome is no longer fully controllable

and that is much more convenient to

structure and plan the process itself,

rather than the final result (which will

be affected by community and users

inputs). Therefore an approach

becoming increasingly essential in

Open Design projects, projects that

we can also, as a matter of fact,

consider all as Metadesign projects

where the releasing of the first source

code is nothing but a tool for the

community to arise.

In Open P2P Design, Metadesign is

even more deep at the roots : we

neither plan the final result we aim to

obtain (solving some specific

problem) nor the collaboration activity

that will design and act to obtain such

result. Actually what we do is to

design the process and the tools we

will use together with a community,

to co-design for the community itself

a collaboration activity.

Furthermore, this metadesign feature

makes Open P2P Design applicable on

three possible levels: 1) metadesign of

cooperation activities for problem

solving aims sorted by communities

(for example for an Open Design

project); 2) metadesign of

collaborative activities which

plan/realize tools and processes for

other collaboration activities (for

example, for the designing and

production of Fabbring technologies);

3) Metadesign of collaboration

activities that re-plan Open P2P

Design method itself.

The importance of the metadesign

approach consists in enhancing the

project’s potential to suit the actual

user‘s, communitie‘s and market‘s

needs (amongst the main incentives

for the opening of design processes to

a wide participation). Moreover, Open

P2P Design is an open source method

itself, thus not only being willing to

evolve but also to be modified and

further adapted for each specific local

context and its needs.
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Bertram Niessen: Co-design strong

points are now pretty clear, at least in

their claims: being cross-sectional,

they make the most out of collective

intelligence etc. Which are its main

limitations?

Massimo Menichinelli: Co-design and

basically all Open and P2P Systems

are facing three main limitations at

the moment: one connected with

participation, the second to the

understanding of open dynamics and

the third concerning the actual

possibility to realize these projects.

The participation issue is crucial,

although often being overlooked or

taken for granted. To ensure a wide

and rich (not excessively

homogeneous) participation is far

from being an easy thing to achieve

and the risk is to impoverish and

nullify a project based on co-design

processes.

Participation often tends to follow

flows of most influent tendencies ,

where not all the participants

contribute equally to the project but

only a few of them do it actively. A

way must be found for metadesign

projects, to not only involve a large

number of people but also to actively

implicate their diversity of knowledge

and experiences, averting the

influence being dictated by only a

handful of participants.

Besides, participation is mainly based

on the skills and knowledge needed in

each specific phase of the design

process. Therefore it is necessary to

pay attention that these skills are

distributed among a sufficient

number of people easy to be in touch

with and aim to valorize them and

their developments. It might

otherwise become a great limitation

for any co-design project: it is crucial

in order to be able to co-design

projects together with users and

communities, that these people ‘exist’

or that conditions are favorable for

helping these people to arise and

improve, otherwise both the very

necessity for the project and the

resources that enrich it become

pointless.

Lastly, the tools we choose/design

will also be an element of influence on

the number of people that will be able

to actually participate. An Open

Design project thought for being

developed collaboratively only on,

say, an iPhone might be interesting,

but only someone who owns one will

be able to collaborate. Thus it is
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crucial to lower the barriers and allow

access the design process.

For what concerns the understanding

of open and co-design projects, we

are slowly exiting a phase in which

mass-collaboration has been glorified

as a all-comprehensive panacea and

the real change that this type of

collaboration brings to pubic and

private organizations have been

scarcely considered. Cases of

collaborative dynamics and/or open

and p2p employment happened in

isolated contexts and not always

along with a proper methodological

consideration on which the limits and

fields of application might be.

It is certain that further initiatives in

research and publication are now

essential since the lack of full

comprehension of these dynamics

among the ones studying them,

employing them and what’s more in

society itself, is remarkable. A

criticism often addressed to co-

design processes, for instance, is the

fact that its timings are too long: the

truth is that the actual dynamics and

timings of design productive

processes are not always fully

understood, and anyways through a

metadesign approach it is possible to

plan projects including a variable

number of participants, hence

entailing variations in timings

according to what’s needed.

For those in charge of the

organization of these Open Design

projects and collaborative activities,

the main limitations consist in the lack

of services, the fact that they still are

in an embryonic phase or that they

still require considerable economic

resources. Anyhow, costs are

dropping and presently the price of a

3D printer is lower than laser printers

prices in 1985.

The software used to develop

collaborative projects have consistent

limitations as well. Above all the fact

that having these softwares which

have been created by programmers

for programmers, work perfectly in a

collaborative work based on code or

text, yet not so well if used to work

collaboratively on images, drawings,

videos and 3D models. Still, it takes

just a little bit of hacking of the

softwares in use, no need to write

even a single line of code, to trick the

boundaries although these will remain

a high barrier to access  design

processes until these problem are

solved.
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Bertram Niessen: During the last

couple of years a great enthusiasm

about desktop manufacturing field

arose (where personal computers are

used to control 3D printers which

create physical objects bypassing

traditional industrial centralized

production). In your opinion, will open

design methods be mainly (or more

satisfyingly) applied in this area or will

they also find an implementation in

industrial production?

Massimo Menichinelli: For what I’ve

seen in my experience, I reckon that a

lot depends on local situations, both

in terms of technologies, productive

power and local strategies and

conveniences. Desktop Manufacturing

is a fascinating idea, yet it will be

coexisting with other diverse

strategies: individual desktop

manufacturing, desktop

manufacturing shared in local

communities, Fab Labs in Universities

and companies producing services,

local weaving factories willing to

produce on small scale digital on-

demand commodities, individual

technologies accessible through

online services such as  Shapeways

and Ponoko, networks between

individuals like  100k Garages,

marketplaces as Cloudfab Fabbers

Market, Blomming and also traditional

firms.

There have already been at least three

cases of Open Design projects coming

from actual business companies

which managed the production and

distribution of the physical artifacts:

Openmoko, VIA OpenBook andBug

Labs. The problem here is not much

about finding an industrial production

application, but rather to actually

‘open’ the designing process and

make it collaborative. In short, it is a

matter of both economics and

appliance of knowledge: those Open

Design collaborative activities that will

succeed are going to be the ones that

best manage to handle the material,

economic and knowledge resources

needed for them to function.

An example is given by the

uncountable  number of Open Car

Design cases: everyone attempts to

re-design a fairly sustainable vehicle

from scratch and struggle to proceed

in realizing the project. The most

interesting cases are either from firms

that were already producing cars,

applying a tailored business strategy

(like Local Motors) or from initiatives

aimed to transform already existing
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vehicles, hence requiring less

knowledge and economic and

material resources (like eCars – Now!).

For such reasons it is likely that Open

Source Fashion Design projects might

succeed more, given that theoretical

and technologic skills needed for this

kind of design and production are

cheaper, easier to access and have

already spread on territories.

Bertram Niessen:You deal with a field

that occupies an ambiguous position

among disciplines. Which are the

problems that you think might be

caused by this? Which are the

benefits?

Massimo Menichinelli: Given that

‘historically’ design environment has

never had a strong relation with the

concept of ‘community’, my first

researches have also had to be about

architecture, town-planning,

psychology (especially the Activity

Theory), online communities, social

networks analysis. Along with this, in

the future I would like trying to

integrate or connect Open P2P Design

method with the Motivational Design

project from Gianandrea Giacoma and

Davide Casali, using tools such as the

Net-map toolbox .

Besides these disciplines, it is most

important for me to study complex

systems (therefore complexity), a

subject I have always been interested

by, and on which I became even more

keen after having read “Linux: A

Bazaar at the Edge of the Chaos” by

Ko Kuwabara. I believe it is very

important to adopt a point of view

that takes in consideration the

complexity of each problem we tackle

in our projects, and when it comes to

design projects for communities and

territories, understanding the

dynamics of such complex systems

becomes fundamental. An Open

project is much more than a mere

change in the code, made by a single

person, at local level; it is a proper

complex system coming with its own

evolutionary dynamics, as Kuwabara

explains.

In fact, openp2pdesign.org main

targets are not just about studying

and developing Open projects but

they also study and develop complex

systems such as Generative/Genetic

Design, Bionic Design/Biomimicry, in

order to spread the culture of projects

bound to complexity. The necessity to

draw from all these disciplines was a

hurdle in the beginning, but it then

turned out to be a benefit, since I
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surely have more tools to tackle

projects oriented towards distributed

systems. In the future it will probably

be more simple to develop such

projects, however in this beginning

phase it is important to devote our

energies on research in order to

structure design and metadesign

methods.

It has to be noticed that terms like

Open and P2P are sadly still sound

“uncomfortable” rather than

ambiguous because of the

consistence of change they entail. It

would actually be important to

understand how current types of

organization do represent present

trends, where the ability to build

social webs and communities through

self-organization, sharing and

collaboration are nothing but a way to

become more reactive and capable of

adapting to society and an economy

suddenly changing.

Furthermore, historically, the

designer’s field of action is

consistently limited by management

and marketing representers;

consequently nobody would expect a

designer to be intervening on

organization issues (and this is

perhaps one of the reasons for which

Design of Services hasn’t had its

breakthrough yet). Maybe now along

with the interest in Design Thinking,

companies are beginning to realize

that ‘design’ doesn’t mean shallow

anarchic creativity, but rather rules

and processes, tools and roles for the

collective development of projects

oriented toward users, social,

environmental and economic context.

The main benefit beyond these

limitations, is to have a designer

education and the ability to develop

various projects using diverse

processes and tools, along with the

capability to ponder on ourselves.

Bertram Niessen: It seems to me that

dialectics does not occupy a central

role in the reflections of those that

concern themselves with Open

Manufacturing. Do you agree? What

tools and methodologies do you think

that should be implemented?

Massimo Menichinelli: Indeed, I also

found few cases of dialectics

connected to the systems of Open
Design in general, both from whom

participates to the phenomenon and

those that are concerned with

dialectic itself. Most probably, the

capacity of the change has not yet

been understood, or maybe it is being
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hindered or ignored for this very

reason. Dialectics is, in my opinion,

fundamental in this case: as I was

mentioning beforehand, the question

of knowledge is central for the

success of these processes and

projects, not only for what concerns

the eductation for the dynamics and

for the instruments needed for the

projects, but also in the sense that

one has to make sure that the users

and the communities are the real

bearers of knowledge and interesting

capabilities in the process of co-
design.

Amongst the few cases that I have

encountered, I found that the work of

Ezio Manzini deserves attention. He

organised, together with other

professors at the Facutly of Design of

Milan’s Politecnico University a series

of worshops on the project-making of

joint services; the one by Marta Malè-

Alemany, that held a course of Open
Design within the context of didactic

referred to Fabbing at the Institute for

advanced Architerure of Catalonia in

Barcelona; the one by Roger Pitiot,
that held a course on Open Design at

the International Design shool for

Advanced Studies (IDAS) in Seoul.

Without forgetting that Arduino was

born in the context of didactic itself,

one should mention also the Open

Font Titillium that was born in the

Accademia di Belle Arti in Urbino,

thanks to the involvement of the

students of the two year

specialization course.

Actually I am doing some didactics

myself, amongst the various lectures

and workshops carried out in Europe

and Asia, even if this activity has been

carried out only in occasion of events

or under invitations. Most probably,

one of the main activities of

openp2pdesign.org will be to develop

and offer a didactics organized

continuously . To find a solution to

this shortage, the main thing to deal

with  is to spread the awareness of

these projectual processes, of their

limits and of their advantages.

The tools that have to be utilized are

those already in use in the current

processes, and also, the involvement

of Universities, research centers and

enterprises could be a strategy for the

delevelopment of those tools that are

currently missing or poorly developed.

For what regards methodologies,

there surely can be many paths, I

however do not exclude that one can

think of using Open P2P Design fot

the planning of joint activities of open
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didactics with specific local

contextuality. http://www.openp2pdesign.org/
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If Not You Not Me. Annie Abrahams And Life In
Networks

Maria Chatzichristodoulou

Annie Abrahams‘s show If Not You

Not Me at the HTTP Gallery in London

(12 February till 20 March 2010) was

inspiring in its subtle, low-tech

sensitivity of inter-connectedness.

This was Abrahams’s, a French-based

pioneer in the field of networked

performance, first solo show in the

UK. Abrahams created three new

works for the show. Documentation

of several of her previous projects,

including some of her most well

known pieces such as One the Puppet
of Other (2007) and The Big Kiss
(2008), was also effectively displayed.

Amongst the new works created for

this exhibition, Shared Still Life/
Nature Morte Partagée, appeared to

be the central piece. This was a

telematic installation that connected

the HTTP Gallery in London with

Kawenga – territoires numériques in

Montpellier, France. The piece was

extreme in its simplicity, almost stark

‘nakedness’: a table, a cloth, a plant,

some fruit, a clock, a dictionary, and

an LED display were more or less the

objects that formed the still life

composition.

There was also paper, marker pens,

crayons, and blu-tack, inviting visitors

to contribute paintings, messages,

marks, written traces. Furthermore,

visitors could compose their own

messages for the LED display, as well

as interfere with the installation in any

way imaginable -since there were no

guidelines telling us what we could

and could not do with the still life or,

indeed, our own presence in front of

the camera.  Visitors unavoidably

became actors in this piece: to
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reorder the objects on the table one

had to stand in front of the camera

contributing fragments of one’s body

(a turned head, a hand, one’s back).As

the still life was shared (people in

London could see the still life in

Montpellier and the other way round),

new LED messages or re-orderings of

the still life arrangements at one site

provoked responses at the other.

Abrahams’s piece cannot be

described as innovative: Kit Galloway

and Sherrie Rabinowitz created the

first telematic “public communication

sculpture”, Hole-In-Space, in 1980,

using satellite technologies. Hole-I-
-Space linked the two coasts of the

Atlantic for the first time, bringing

together people from New York City

and Los Angeles in life-sized, televised

images. Since the emergence of the

Internet, telematic art and

performance has become widely

accessible and rehearsed, with iconic

works such as Paul Sermon‘s

Telematic Dreaming (1992) and

Telematic Vision (1993), and

performances by the Chameleons

(UK) and AlienNation Co. (USA),

amongst many others. With skype and

other internet telephony protocols

linking us to dispersed family and

friends, teleconferencing has become

a commonplace feature of our

everyday lives.

What is it then, one might ask, that

makes Abrahams’s piece -so simple,

almost ‘basic’- poignantly relevant

today? To me, it is the stark simplicity

and understated ‘nakedness’

mentioned above that makes this

piece moving in its subtle, and often

futile, attempt at

interconnectivity.  Abrahams’s Still
Life is commonplace, messy and

malleable. It is about the ‘banal’ reality

of everyday life, time passing by,

people crossing paths in fractured,

desperate or indifferent attempts to

communicate. This everyday quality

opens up Abrahams’s Shared Still Life

to movement, dust,

miscommunication, and shared

absence.

I spent more than an hour playing

around with 
Shared Still Life

 at the

HTTP Gallery. It was no more or less

interesting than real life. I observed. I

interfered, changing things to my

liking. I hoped for a message, a sign of

life on the other side, some response.

It didn’t come. I sent more messages. I

ate some of the composition’s fruit. I

made balls of paper and threw them
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at the beautifully arranged tablecloth.I

added the peeled skin of my fruit in

the mess. I smiled at the camera while

consuming the last slice of the Shared

Still Life’s mandarin. Nothing

happened.

Nobody told me not to touch (or,

indeed, consume) the artwork.

Nobody prompted me to interact

either. Finally something happened.

‘Tu es la?’ (Are you there?) I had

written in the LED display. ‘Oui, oui, je

suis ici’ -came a message from the

other side. Someone was there.

Someone rearranged their own still

life composition. Someone was trying

to speak to me. Too late -I didn’t really

want to respond any more. I didn’t

want to have a dialogue with this

someone.

This piece, to me, was as much about

communication and exchange, as it

was about the lack thereof: shared

absence, shared loneliness, the hope

for someone’s presence that never

fully materialises (not the way you had

hoped to, at least, not the way you

expected). Someone’s fragmented

presence, delayed, compromised,

fleeting, crosses your path for a

moment, in an attempt to link, to

communicate, to exchange. Will it

happen? The answer is subject to

randomness and luck. And lack. I

appreciated the freedom that

Abrahams gave me, the viewer, in her

Shared Still Life: she allowed me to be

there with others, but also on my

own; she invited me to communicate,

and to hide; she did not stop me from

consuming the artwork, or messing it

up to leave my own traces, banal and

everyday -as banal as the piece itself;

as banal as life, and relationships.

This was a piece about connectivity

that was as fully functional in

connectivity’s absence, as it was in its

presence. No superimposed

expectations, no stress to perform, no

euphoric projections into a shared

future. Just the simple, fragmented,

unsatisfactory, fleeting exchange of

everyday life. I found Abrahams’s

Shared Still Life a moving and

poignant piece.

On Collaboration Graffiti Wall was a

collective text and speech

performance that invited reflections

around the notion and practice of

online collaboration. Having missed

the performance, which took place at

the opening, I was left with more

fragments, traces of past discussions

and other people’s thoughts that I did
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not know how to share, how to

respond to, or what to do with. Hand-

written pieces of cardboard with

fragments of online conversations or

shared thoughts about collaborative

processes were covering the walls of

the gallery.

Graffiti Wall was, yet gain, a messy

trace. Abrahams was clearly not

concerned with the aesthetic

manipulation of those words and

phrases that were hanging there, on

the gallery walls, all around us. Once

again I felt that Abrahams, as an artist,

is in the business of exposing the

numerous frustrations that

relationships (especially mediated

ones) are packed with, while at the

same time celebrating the potentiality

of inter-subjectivity, connectivity,

collaborative practice and exchange.
On Collaboration Graffiti Wall left me

with a sense of the really messy,

frustrating process that (online)

collaboration can be, as well as a

sense of the richness this process -I

know- holds. Abrahams had yet again

demonstrated her utter lack of

interest in ‘tidying up’, packaging,

presenting or beautifying the debris of

human communication -mediated or

not.

Huis Clos / No Exit – Jam was the final

new piece that Abrahams created for

this show. Again, having missed the

live performance, I was left with

traces of past actions. In this case, the

actions involved four women,

dispersed across the globe, jamming

together in an attempt to create a

unified sound performance. The

artists Antye Greie (Finland), Pascale

Gustin (France), Helen Varley

Jamieson (New Zealand) and Maja

Kalogera (Spain) had to contest with

the inevitable time delays that live

composition of this type entails.

This is the one piece that left me with

a desire to have been present at the

performance itself: unlike On

Collaboration Graffiti Wall, whose

traces were as important as the

performance of placing them on the

gallery walls, the soundscapes I

listened to from Huis Clos seemed

more like the documentation of

something past, than a piece that was

as ‘live’ and/or complete in its trace as

it was in its real-time performance.

Even so, the ideas I could see played

out in Huis Clos / No Exit – Jam were

relevant to the whole of the If Not You

Not Me exhibition: Abrahams talked

to us about fragmented intimacies,
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shared absences, the frustrations of

mediated communication, broken

relationships, desperate attempts to

achieve connectivity, the body lost in

digital space, distance, painful and

erotic lack. Life, as it is, today, in the

networks.

http://www.http.uk.net/exhibitions/i

fnotyounotme/index.shtml

http://aabrahams.wordpress.com/
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Lev Manovich: Software Culture. The Common
Grammar Of Media

Giulia Simi

Professor of New Media Art at the

University of California, both artist and

graphic designer, Lev Manovich does

not need further presentation. His first

book “The language of New Media” (it

came out in Italy in 2002 in the

Olivares Edition) was one of the main

reference points for many theorists,

artists, communicators and designers,

that were already well settled down in

the “new technology” sector. Ten

years later, thanks to the digital

diffusion, grammar was already

consolidated in the capitalism era and

Lev Manovich decided to analyze and

study that which today is seen as our

“interface with the world”(1): software.

From the so called pioneers in the

sixties and eighties to the revolution

of social media in the last five years,

“Software Culture” (2010, Olivares

Edition) zooms in on technology and

on what differentiates media, giving

life to what is called “metamedium”(2),

or in other words,the computer.

Something to which we confide our

memories, our imagination, our

wishes, desires and identity.

Lev Manovich presented his book in

Milan during Meet the Media Guru on

April 16th. He was surrounded by

numerous students, theorists and

professionals in new media. The same

day I had the honour of interviewing

him, as a result of a process of the

deep study of his latest work,

arranged directly by Diticult and

Olivares. Not only did I try to revisit all

the crucial points of his book, I also

got him to speak about the new

projects started by the Software

Studies Initiative, a laboratory of

research in the “software society”,

which he directs at the California

Institute for Telecommunications and

Technology.
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Giulia Simi: If you don’t mind, I would

like to go in the same order as your

book and start with the history of the

first researchers and founders.

Definitely a fascinating story which

speaks about dreams, utopia, like the

utopia of controlling creative

instruments…

Lev Manovich: Obviously not only

control, but for the users to be able to

write their own software�That is the

part that turned out to be much more

difficult � not that you can’t do it, but it

turned out to be much more difficult

than they expected.

Giulia Simi: Yes, but that is exactly the

point. I think that today we are still

very far from that utopia. No user is

capable of making his own software.

Maybe this is the way to go for the

future?

Lev Manovich: You have people asking

these kinds of questions � there’s

people like Alan Kay, who was

probably the person most central to

the story. The reason I focused on

Alan Kay � obviously there are other

people who were very important,

such as Ivan Sutherland, Ted Nelson �

but some of these other people were

really interested in creating new

media tools for scientists, while Alan

Kay was really coming at it as a

musician, he was also very interested

in psychology, so obviously when he

describes the invention at PARC he

puts a lot of emphasis on creativity,

music and image animation.

He’s not so concerned with the office

stuff, and also because it turns out he

was influenced by McLuhan. In some

ways he was more theoretical, with

his group of people. I’m doing a close

reading of some of his articles and it

turns out he actually had a thing with

media.

So his vision has two parts: he’s

looking at computer, of which a part is

software, qualification software,

which he didn’t really develop � the

word processor, graphics programs,

etc � and also the programming

language, to allow users to

experiment with tools. So we can ask,

what happened to his vision? We have

to remember that when he writes this

article in 1977 (Manovich refers to

“Personal Dynamic Media”, written by

Alan Kay with Adele Goldberg), this is

really before the personal computer

revolution. So we can see that, in

some part his vision did get realized.
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For example, in the early 1990s more

artists are working with computers,

and you have developed the so-called

field of visual art, media art � a field

which now, some people say, is not

even necessary because so many

people can do it. So I think maybe in

terms of professional users, or people

who are not even professional

because they are being paid but just

because they spend so much time on

it, like you have these students who

are using Processing.

And the second thing is, is it really

necessary for anyone to really write

their own software? From a point of

view of literacy, you could say yes it’s

a very good idea because then

everyone has some basic

understanding of how software

works, it gives you a better

understanding, a contact with society.

At the same time, you can say okay,

but when Alan Kay was writing about

it there was really no software. Well,

now we have 150,000 iPhone

applications � I mean, you actually do

have a tool to do pretty much

anything you want, so maybe in some

ways we don’t really need to have

software written directly by users,

because we do have so many

different tools to do so many different

things.

And maybe what’s necessary is

something else… For example if I want

I could write a book called “Excel for

cultural theory” because it turns out

that you can actually do all kinds of

amazing things with Excel. So it’s also

just a matter of using the tools that

we already have.

Giulia Simi: I would like passing on to

another concept that you underlined

in your book, Deep Remixability, You

speak about a revolutionary

transformation of visual culture that

involves mixing media, not only

superficial contents, but in a deeper

way, in a technical way. Infact,

software allows media share the same

grammar, a unique identical language.

You quote McLuhan in his famous

saying “We shape our tools and

afterwards our tools shape us.” So

should we therefore think that this

deep remixability, that this new visual

culture has influenced our

imagination, our dreams and our

identity?

Lev Manovich:That’s another excellent

question. One thing I want to say is

that this phenomena of deep
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remixability � which is a term I’m not

so happy with, but I couldn’t find

another term for it � it’s not limited to

visual culture, because I think the

same thing happens in sound. For

example if I use any sound editing

program it’s going to have some

filters. One of the filters may be called

echo.

Now, what is echo? It’s something

that actually existed in the physical

world � with a particular phenomena

in a particular space you have echo.

What happens is that this

phenomena, this artifact, is turned

into a kind of software, an algorithm

which now can be applied to

anything. I can write some

composition and apply echo.

And this phenomena is also applied to

new fields � people take these new

materials, and take the properties of

something � for instance they make

something which is really flexible, but

maybe is as strong as steel. I haven’t

developed these ideas very much, but

it’s interesting to think about various

phenomena also happening in other

fields. So the question is about

imagination.

I think already in The Language of

New Media I was saying � and of

course that was written in 1999, so

this is ten years later � to what extent

our imaginations are able to take new

forms, or are we using new media to

express ourselves with forms that are

500, 1,500, or 2,000 years old? I think

that in most cases the answer of

course would be yes, we’re making

images with linear perspective, which

has become important 500 years ago,

we use technology to make

photographs, starting 100 years ago,

we obviously have cinematic modes…

We do have of course some new

forms, like hypertext, or maybe like a

virtual kind of space.

And also I’d say new simulations,

because games have obviously been

around thousands of years, but the

difference between the old and some

contemporary computer games is

that they put you in a whole simulated

environment, so that does obviously

seems to be a new phenomena.

In general, I think that one of the

reasons why a large part of our

vocabulary as abilities comes from the

fifteenth century is because we have

these very massively powerful

industries, like cinema, publishing etc,

and they are basically using this as a

distribution media, so iPad is of

course a good example…
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Giulia Simi: See, you yourself brought

up the iPad, I’m curious to know what

you think about the device itself and

about the discussions that have arisen

about Apple, which seems to have

assumed a closed approach towards

this all.

Lev Manovich:Well, actually I wrote

something about the iPad, some short

notes that I posted on Facebook, so if

you go to Facebook and look at my

notes you’ll find it (3). Basically I was

thinking again about Alan Kay and this

idea we’ve discussed, about a society

in which people are not only able to

read but also write their own

software, and I wrote this ironic text.

When the first Macintosh came out,

1984, people kept criticizing it, they

said okay it’s an incredible application

of software but it hides the real

computer to the user. Well, what

happened with the iPad, you can say

it’s in some ways a step backward

because people say it doesn’t have

enough GUI applications. And it’s true.

If you look at this, it’s definitely

designed more as an application

machine, a machine for consuming,

because it’s really difficult to get files

in and out. If you want to get files in

and out you have to either unlock it

yourself or you have to sync it with

another computer using iTunes, which

means I have to get another

computer. But at the same time you

have to remember that this is version

number one. When the iPhone first

came out, for example, it didn’t have

3G. So my feeling is that we shouldn’t

be so fast to make judgments about

new technology.

My feeling is that they will open it up,

so the next version will be better. And

of course they are not going to make

it exactly like the laptop, or nobody

would buy the laptop. They want to

make, to create a separate product

category. So in some ways this

becomes the perfect semiotic model

to talk about marketing, in which all

the signs have to be different from

each other, all the market sectors

have to be different from each other

or you wouldn’t have these market

sectors.
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Giulia Simi: Another fundamental

concept is what you called “scale”.

You speak about how the large

quantity of contents that are on the

web have eliminated the differences

between center and periphery and

also between professionals and

amateurs. I know that you have been

working on an interesting research

project called Cultural Analytics,

which is closely related to this idea.

Can you tell us something about that?

Lev Manovich: Right, of course. This

work that I’ve been doing for the last

couple of year about Cultural

Analytics (4), and which is going well �

it’s actually related to the book,

because the book talks about the first

stage, which is the invention of

cultural media software from

approximately 1960 to approximately

1975 or ’78 � the first word processor is

from 1977 � and about the second

stage, in which we can see the

diffusion. Just looking at professional

software releases, Photoshop is in

1990, Aftereffects ’92, Premier ’93,

Final Cut ’95. Than you have the third

stage, which is social media.

I don’t know what to call this, maybe

democratization. We can say that the

second stage is about professional

software, software for professional

users, like Final Cut, and then in the

final stage we have software for

everybody. We can consider for

example all these little tools that don’t

have a name, like calculating software

that allows you to look at your files. So

you can say, what are some of the

effects of this diffusion? Well, the

effect is that you have millions of

people using these tools, and these

tools make it very easy to create

something.

It takes much less effort to copy

something and save it, you can

actually make a drawing, so as a result

millions of people become a kind of

cultural creators. You can say that

people were always creating songs,

everyone on earth, all humans were

always creating user-generated

content, even 5,000 years ago. But

now it all exists in one place, it’s all in

one digital code and if you go online

you’ll see it.

So for example if you go to Deviantart,

that’s a hundred million images. And

that’s semipro. So it becomes visible,

this phenomena that people are

creating content becomes visible and

you can compare it. So how do I write
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about comparative culture? Well I can

say okay let’s look at science, because

scientists have been dealing with the

problem of big data for a long time.

So one of the ideas behind the

invention of the computer was that

the computer was supposed to help

us manage information.

But of course what happens in reality

is that it leads to an explosion of

information, so to answer the

question, if software is the real cause

of this explosion in cultural content,

then we also need software to

understand it. So they said okay we

have to start using visualization and

related tools to actually try to map it

out. I started this work about three

years ago and it is progressing very

well, we’ve already got like six grants,

so I have people who are working in

San Diego and in Singapore, and last

year we started a big project � it looks

big today but it’s actually very small,

only 1 million 100 pages.

We have 1 million pages that we

analyzed on a super computer, we got

a grant for that. And now, because I

travel with my laptop I work on this

every day and it’s very interesting. You

can start asking new kind of

questions. This is professional.

Our next project, which we are

starting right now, is about Deviantart

that has million of images.. So I’m

hoping in the next few months to get

a hold of all of it and then we can

actually figure out what people are

actually creating. Now I can say right

away its going to be depressing,

because we have a student who

already in 2006 did a project where he

saved 100,000 Myspace pages.

And he said, “you know I can’t look at
this because it makes me so
depressed, because people have
really bad taste, and they don’t have
creative backgrounds, so it’s going to
be really bad.” But we have to do it,

it’s our responsibility.

Giulia Simi: Okay, but can we interpret

this kind of work as a sort of semiotics

of visual culture through data

visualisation?

Lev Manovich: That is a very

interesting question, because this

project comes out of my frustration

with semiotics, and now I think it’s

actually a way to make semiotics

move forward. We have this idea of

visual semiotics from, for instance,
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Roland Barthes, who published his

first article around 1956 which is

exactly the same year that the first

article of computing and processing

was published. So for 50 years people

have been looking at the image, trying

to understand what it means, what ar

e the elements, and then we realized

it’s actually very hard because images

are not a language where words have

a stable meaning, instead the

meaning of this dot depends on the

whole painting. So it’s difficult. And I

said, you know what? We could do

something else, instead of looking at

one image we’re going to look at

many images, and we’re going to look

at the changing patterns in texture,

color, everything else. It’s a different

kind of approach.

So I said, I’m going to have dinner, I’m

going to look at the fashion show, and

then we can leave out the science,

which means you take the field of

human experience, of human culture,

which is kind of analog � you know, if

I’m listening to music what I want to

know is if it sounds well � It’s a

process. it’s a sound wave. I would

discretize my experience. Let’s look at

what computer does.

The problem is that most of culture is

analog � I make movements and my

movements are continuous, like a

dancer, the images are continuous. So

the way we actually describe and

measure a continuous phenomena is

by using computer visualization. So

it’s a process that actually starts

exactly where semiotics kind of runs

into a wall. It’s a way to understand

continuous processes, for example if

we look at a feature film and can

visualize the rithm of movement in

the whole film, which would be

impossible to do with semiotics.

The problem with semiotics is that it

uses the very old technology of

language. I mean, you can talk about

the ryzome, but you can’t use

language to talk about continuous

phenomena, colors, actions, rithms…

Giulia Simi: A question I have to ask is

about social media, to which the third

part of your book is dedicated,

particularly about the relationship

between companies and consumers,

who have become the real producers

of contents in the world of web 2.0.

You say how the market “strategies”

have become “tactics”, quoting De

Certau and his sociological analysis

described in “L’Invention du

Quotidien” (“The Practice of Everyday

Life”). Saying how companies have

learned to be flexible and therefore

tactical, while the citizens-

consumers-producers have become

visible, mappable and therefore, in

someway, more strategical.

Lev Manovich: In some ways the

tactics become celebrated, it
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becomes a way to make business out

of it. De Certeau wrote this book in

1984, the same year that the first Mac

was released � we always have to ask,

what was happening that year? And

1984-85 was actually the first moment

that mass culture, commercial culture,

picked up a kind of underground

trend like hip hop and started making

business out of it. That’s right, it

makes business � so this piece of

resistance becomes a market, a

consumer product. This was already

happening at that period.

So it’s true that social media

participates in this process, but it’s

also a different process, because you

know how hip hop is just one style,

how it has been made into a set of

products, it’s something else. And

that’s why many of these companies

are not profitable, because you’re not

selling a product, right? What you are

really selling to people is the ability to

communicate. But you are not even

selling it to them, because obviously

social sites are free. No social site is

changing money, so of course it is

more difficult…

Giulia Simi: What could some of these

resistance tactics for citizens to use

against the market in the era of social

media?

Lev Manovich: Well, we can say that

to some extent the tactics have

become strategies but at the same

time they are still kind of tactics. So

people can organize a protest via

SMS, or can invite people to a lecture

with their Facebook page. But what

can be the next thing? Because as I

mentioned in this period, the social

media paradigm gets established, it

kind of explodes in 2004-2005.

I was an audience at the conference

when Tim O’Reilly coined the term

social web 2.0, but this is a new

paradigm and I don’t really see a

paradigm shift because this one still

attracts a lot of energy. So we have

micro-content like twitter, but it’s the

same idea of a platform for social

communication.

I mean, obviously, what people are
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most concerned about is the

environment, ecology… We could talk

about making solar computers and

things like that, but it’s kind of hard to

say how these discourses are going to

affect forms of communication, to

affect social media, in terms not of

content but of form.

Giulia Simi: One last question about

art. What do you think about

contemporary art in software culture

and what future do you see for it?

Lev Manovich: Art has already lost

most of it’s differences with

commercial media in the 1980s then

the latter adopted abstract animation,

installation and most other

techniques and strategies of modern

and contemporary art. However the

new process started in the 1990s

when artists in newly globalized

countries made the trip from

traditional to contemporary art

language in a matter of a few years.

This great expansion of the art

universe however did not result in any

visible increase of quality. Today we

see many professionally made and

smart artworks which sometimes are

inyeresting and fun – but never as

innovative as what comes out from

Googke labs. It is not hard to

understand why � art uses the same

strategiies and assumptions as thirty

years ago. Site specific installations,

video, conceptualist strategies, irony,

social critique and of course good old

painting and photography – this all

already existed for quite a while.

Anyway “contemporary art” will

continue, more biennales will be

established and more museums will

be built. And just because of the huge

size if the art system sometimes we

will fund sine real talent and

something which wil move us.

Sometimes.

http://www.manovich.net/

http://lab.softwarestudies.com/

http://www.meetthemediaguru.org/

Notes:

(1) Lev Manovich, “Software Culture”,

Edizioni Olivares, Milano, 2010

(2) L’analisi approfondita del concetto

di metamedium in riferimento al

computer occupa tutta la prima parte
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di Software Culture.

(3) Le note inserite nella pagina di

Facebook di Lev Manovich sono

pubbliche. Consiglio quindi la lettura

di “From Sketchpad to iPad” per

un’approfondimento.

(4) Per la comprensione più

dettagliata della ricerca consiglio di

consultare la sezione “projects” del

sito dedicato al laboratorio di ricerca

Software Studies Initiative:

http://lab.softwarestudies.com/2008

/09/projects.html
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Aaron Koblin: Aesthetic Evolution Of Data
Visualization

Serena Cangiano

A couple of years ago Lev Manovich,

famous guru of new media, was

introducing the concept of

Information Aesthetics, referring to

the ways of visualizing emerging

information and based on the

creativity and alternative

representations. On the basis of this

concept, quantitive and qualitative

data have become the main interest

and desire of artists and designers,

who have already begun to

experiment new techniques and ways

to generate shapes and fabulous

software.

Today info-aesthetics could be

considered as an actual academic

discipline, but most of all a fertile

context of research and planning,

where key elements for the

“information society” are discussed,

like for example, information

overload, decision making processes,

interfaces rom the future and the

elaboration techniques of data on the

spot.

Out of all the people, who are

contributing to this project,

introducing new conceptual elements

and technological experimentation,

Aaron Koblin plays an important role.

A Californian artist specialized in the

visualization of data through artistic

projects. After completing a masters

degree in Media Art at UCLA, he

expanded the field of artistic

visualization of live data, exhibiting his

work in many international festivals

such as; Ars Electronica, SIGGRAPH

and Transmediale, without leaving out

an extraordinary exhibition at the

MOMA in New York.

A fan of programming open source

codes and Processing, Aaron Koblin

started working on the aesthetic

result of visualization of data through

live generation processes (
Flight

Patterns
 – 2005 and 

NYTE
 – 2008),

then experimenting with visualization

based on lasers and 3D scanners
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(House of Scanners - 2008) and

processes of crowd sourcing through

the web (Ten Thousand Cents - 2008

and The Sheep Market – 2008). This is

the interview I had with Aaron Koblin,

in order to understand the formation

of his artistic approach.

Serena Cangiano: Let’s start from the

Bicycle Built for 2000 project,

rewarded during the Transmediale

Festival in 2010. The web software

allows you to listen to the song called

Daisy Bell, obtained by registering

2000 voices from the web. Could you

tell us the concept behind this project

that seems to present new elements

different from your research in the

visualization field?

Aaron Koblin: I think the unique thing

about Bycicle built for 2.000 project is

the use of the Mechanical Turk

software for artistic projects.

Mechanical Turk, the webservice by

Amazon that allow software

developers to coordinate users that

execute tasks which computers

cannot be able to complete.

Merchanical Turk offers different

forms of crowd-sourcing specifically

where the people are participating

really don’t having any context of the

overall project that they are building.

There is a little statement underneath

this concept: everybody is not

working together to build something

starting from they own knowledge,

they’re exploited to build something

through a computer.

This is connected with the idea of

artificial intelligence. With my

collaborator Daniel Massey, I worked

on Bycicle built for 2.000 by creating

an granular audio synthesis of human

voices through the internet ,

specifically from the Mechanical Tturk

software. We, actually, paid young

people to record their individual

sounds, piece of lyrics and, then, we

reassembled them all into this

massive vocal granular synthesized

audio recording.

Serena Cangiano: Analyzing your new

work it seems to me that the

experimental aspects of your research

are very focused on the

demonstration of what technology is

capable of, the types of images that

its able to produce, the sequences

and processes that it allows us to

visualize things in realtime. It is

possible to talk about

experimentation based on the

aesthetics of coding, of pure research

based on the manipulation of codes
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and the development of complex

softwares? What ideas and reasons

guide you the realization of your

projects?

Aaron Koblin: My approach is

different for each project: as a general

motivation “I follow my curiosity”, but

sometimes that is a different thing. In

some projects the curiosity is more on

the conceptual level that system is

linked to, on a kind of larger question

and cultural implication. But definitely

I’m very interested into building and

innovating and creating: the idea of

getting a technical proficiency and

exploring physically something,

experimenting it through the code

and then also through what that

means in a broader stand point. I

started off more on the side of the

technical experimentation: I’m

interested in how to create systems

that were like emergent software

visualizations and eventually I became

more interested in visualizing systems

that were abstract or just simulations.

During the design process, the project

leads me to more and relevant

questions and in to a more engaging

dialogue.

Serena Cangiano:I read on your

Processing.org  webpage, that you are

taking great interest in the

visualization of data through systems

that are not based on the monitors or

video displays.

Aaron Koblin: I’m not interested in

non screen based works. I spent a lot

of time really experimenting with

physical software but sometimes I

found it a little bit frustrating, because

when you deal with physic stuffs and

electronics “things go quickly crazy”.

I’m extremely and especially intrigued

by some high level options, like multi-

touch displays, iPad and any other

devices. In particular, I’m exited by

Processing, the programming

language that I like using, with which

you can develop interesting

interfaces, start programming for

portable devices.

I think portable devices allow

experimentations not only in the field

of augmented reality but in the design

of improved user interfaces that go

beyond. We are now starting to see
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the way they can affect things like

ambient exploration, where they

actively seek for what the user is

looking for. They can be a really nice

way of presenting information in our

daily life in an augmented modality.

Serena Cangiano: So you think that it

necessary to work on new ways of

visualizing information? Of finding

new solutions, more suitable for the

new instruments available? Reflect on

new formal ways and future functions

that present data?

Aaron Koblin: We live in an age where

there is an abundance of informations

that are becoming more intertwined

with our daily life: the exposition to

data is inevitable. The way we can

now make decisions is affected by

how the data are introduced to our

life. We should create more culture

about data and interfaces because

they are a reflection about life. Data is

supposed to be a really scientific,

obscure desired commodity. That’s

why I think is important that we do

think about the aesthetics of data and

informations.

Serena Cangiano: To conclude, you

are also involved in the project called

Chrome Experiments  and Technology

Director for the Google Creative Lab.

What exactly are these projects? And

what exactly do you do for the Google

Creative Lab?

Aaron Koblin: Chrome Experiments is

a website that is a sort of showcase

where people reflects about a web

browsers as a medium to start

creating experiments that are

different from what you can

experience typically in a web browser.

The projects are particularly focused

on the open standards because if you

look at technology as Javascript, Html

5 and languages that are supported by

open source browsers, you can do all

things that go beyond what you can

traditionally build with Html. Chrome

Experiments is a kind of place for

artists, hackers, thinkers showing any

kind of experimentations: some of

them are conceptually thinking about

what a web browser means.

And if we think that a lot of people in
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general aren’t even familiar with what

a web browser is, It’s a big challenge

when you want to get people thinking

about open source, web standards

and about what means actually

choose a web browser to begin it. At

Google Creative Lab, my job is to

share all kind of wonderful things

about Google. It’s a kind of dream job

where I experiment technology, make

fun things and share knowledge with

other people.

http://www.aaronkoblin.com/

http://www.thesheepmarket.com/

http://www.tenthousandcents.com/

http://www.chromeexperiments.com

/
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James Johnson-perkins. Pop Sensitivity Meets
Panoramas Gigapan

Silvia Casini

For inspiration among the narrow

streets of Venice, James Johnson-

Perkins, conceptual artist who

teaches at Newcastle (UK), stopped to

tell readers Digimag of his residence

for artists in Venice, a few weeks of

immersion in the suggestion of the

lagoon town, thanks to a scholarship

from the Emily Harvey

Foundation. The conversation with

British video artist offers us some

interesting ideas regarding

possibilities for video-makers and

artists in general Gigapan

technology. Johnson-Perkins’ recent

experiments with this technology

(www.gigapan.org), all accompanied

with a Pop sensibility, can reinvent the

tradition of Renaissance Venetian

views. 

Active in the artistic research at the

crossroad of video-making,

performance and animation, the

Newcastle-based artist has exhibited

his work in major art spaces in the

United States, Russia, Japan,

Germany, Spain, Romania, Lithuania

and the UK, including the IMAC

Theatre in New York, the National

Centre for Contemporary Arts (NCCA)

in Moscow, the Toyota Museum of

Modern Art in Japan, the Centre for

Contemporary Art (CCA) in Glasgow

and The Royal College of Art in

London.

Johnson-Perkins employs Lego

models in his robot-like sculptures as

well as in his 2-D mega paintings. The

bright colours of the Lego pieces

create the geometrical forms of the

conceptual animation series Jet Pack
(2007) or Space Invader (2007), where

the exploration of the surface texture

reveals its roots in optical art and a

mastery of colours and geometries à
la Sean Scully.

The repetitive movements of the

robot-performances and the

geometrical patterns return in the

rhythm of Perkins’ sound-based

videos such as
 How does it feel?
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(2007) using the soundtrack We are
the robots, played in 1977 by

Kraftwerk, the pioneers of electronic

music.

Silvia Casini: So, let’s start our

conversation. First of all, how did you

come to Venice?

James Johnson-Perkins: I’m here

thanks to the Emily Harvey

Foundation, an American foundation

that promotes and supports

residencies for artists and curators.

The Emily Harvey has very close

connections with the Fluxus

movement in New York, many artists

have been inspired from that ’70s art

movement. When I submitted my

application for a scholarship I worked

with Alan Bowman, a representative

of the new generation of Fluxus artists

and I would say that my work

presents some similarities with Fluxus.

Silvia Casini: What was your goal

when you asked for an artist-i-

-residence in Venice? What type of

project did you present to the Emily

Harvey Foundation?

James Johnson-Perkins: I showed

them some of my earlier work, all

marked on the concept of nostalgia,

and linked by my interest in memory.

My project, in two words, was to look

at Venice and propose a kind of

marginal notes on it�well, it is rather

difficult to answer. I think I wanted to

do something similar to what I had

done before, but using Venice to draw

new blood, new inspiration.

Silvia Casini: Tell us a bit of your

previous work on robots�

James Johnson-Perkins: All the work I

have done over the past five years

looked back to the eighties and to my

relationship to it as I grew up in that

period. I used materials and objects

that come from my childhood, the

Lego and toy soldiers, for example. I

also made some movies using old

computers like the Commodore 64, I

used the type of graphics of the

Commodore. So basically, I still use

items and materials of the past in new

contexts, modern and contemporary.
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Silvia Casini: What you say is very

interesting because the robots are

often associated with innovative

materials and technologies in

futuristic science fiction scenarios,

and you associate them more to

childhood, intimate memories and

play. Can you comment on this kind of

choice?

James Johnson-Perkins: I think some

of the things that are happening in

these years, as Internet use or Skype,

are experiences very similar to those

typical of the eighties. When watching

old science fiction movies, films made

in the past, the kind of experience you

have is dichotomous: look back in

future, because somehow the future

is already past, has passed. I think I’m

mainly interested in memory and use

Venice as the background of my

memories � which is ironic because I

am using this robot connected to a

camera capable of these panoramic

crazy�

Silvia Casini: You mean Gigapan

technology;

James Johnson-Perkins: Yes, just

Gigapan technology, which enables

the realization of these collages

panoramic pictures.

Silvia Casini: Which Venetian

landscape or view has triggered your

memories in particular?

James Johnson-Perkins: Since I

arrived in Venice I thought about a

Renaissance background, about

Canaletto, the Rialto bridge, and then

about television and video images of

my childhood, such as images of The
Lord of the Rings: there are “good” on

one side and “bad” part, and I mix

images from the media, even media

of the past like Doctor Who�did you

get Doctor Who in Italy?.

Silvia Casini: I don’t know, I think not!

James Johnson-Perkins: So most of

the things I use, my inspiration, in

fact, come from programs, films, but

the thing that interests me is that
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when you look at these panoramic

images as very large images from afar,

they seem truly Renaissance

paintings, but when you get close to

look at them more carefully, little

things, details, jump to the eye,

emerge from the picture, and many of

these things have international allure,

like Star Wars. So when you look at

the surface of these images, here is

the point when memory is

reactivated. In the past I also used

toys and things that called for the

memories of other people than

myself.

Silvia Casini: It’s interesting that you

make associations between the

concepts of past/present on one side

and distance/near in approaching

your work.

James Johnson-Perkins: Yes, I think

this relates to the idea that a painting

of the Renaissance, of five hundred

years ago, is both contemporary and a

modern image.

Silvia Casini: Gigapan technology is

mainly associated with Google, Street

view and concepts of monitoring,

almost voyeuristic. Instead, you talk

about your work mainly using terms

and concepts such as memory,

nostalgia, play

James Johnson-Perkins: I like to use

the latest technology and I like to

share the same ideas in different

ways. Coming to Venice gave me a

great opportunity to have this

background on which to place these

ideas, for me Venice is inexorably

linked with the history of art, I would

like to do an artist residency in

another country for me to see where

it would lead me.

Silvia Casini: So you are thinking of

using the same technology, Gigapan,

in different historical, cultural and

geographical contexts?

James Johnson-Perkins: Yes. So if I

went to Paris or France I could be

influenced by some ideas let us say,

“impressionistic”, could be influenced

by the landscape of the

Impressionists, but again, it would put

it in a hyper-modern context.

Silvia Casini: What other places of

Venice you used for your work over

the Rialto bridge?

James Johnson-Perkins: I used the

Scala del Bovolo (the Bovolo
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Staircase). This was more a

collaborative project as I worked with

an English artist named Rachael Allen,

and making things in miniatures: it is

she who made the wheelchair

miniature. So I would say that the idea

behind that project had to do with the

relationship of size, scale: a large

image, a kind of long shot, a special

note in the corner, this tiny

wheelchair.

Now I started to use also the people,

for example people who are on a

bridge: a writer who is also a friend of

mine, wearing a Venetian mask, is

standing on a bridge near the ghetto. I

had another job with some of my

friends dancing on the edge of a pier,

the image is called The Dancers and it

is also set in the Jewish ghetto: in the

corner, looking elsewhere, you have

these two figures and in the

background you can glimpse the

industrial area. Here, I began to think

about using people who perform

actions.

Silvia Casini: So there is an element of

performance that returns, the same

element that is so present in your

previous work.

James Johnson-Perkins: Yes, and I

have used things myself as well. So

now the main element is the dynamic

of scale because these are big images

and you put something very small, an

image of a person or a thing which

relates to the image or not or maybe it

just triggers an idea as in the Rialto

bridge. I have also used Marks Square,

Batman and posters, then again, I use

images as pop icons in different

places.

Silvia Casini: I think it is worthwhile to

underline how the viewer does not

need to move with her body to get

closer to the image and be able to see

the details: the viewer, in fact, can

simply “zoom” in with the

technological support. When I talk

about proximity and distance I think

about the work of Chuck Close, about

the work he does literally on the

canvas surface, the ability to

recognize a face when you are at

some distance from the canvas

James Johnson-Perkins: Yes, I think it

works something like this. These

dancers are such tiny and you can

zoom in. These images are not

finished yet, I still need to work on

them. However, I like the idea that

these images are also a kind of game,

a little like ‘how to use Whears Wally’,

this little character who must be

found in a tangle of events.
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 Silvia Casini: I noticed that you tend

to use primary strong colours for the

details, for the small objects and

characters that you insert in the

image

James Johnson-Perkins: Almost

always the primary colours, it is the

same for my performances, I like the

idea of characters who wear strong,

bold colours. This depends of course

on my sensitivity Pop: I like things to

be bright and bold but, and therein

lies the irony, when these same things

are seen from a distance, they are not

so sure.

Silvia Casini: These images ask the

viewer to be watched very carefully,

not only to be seen, to the point

where one realises that there is

something hidden in them.

James Johnson-Perkins: Also because

I have to consider whether to present

these images in a, shall we say

“virtual” or as installations in physical

space. In this second case the feeling

before the image would be to say

“here’s a lovely image of Venice” or

“oh, this looks like a classical painting,

but when you get closer, you realize

that something is happening, that

there’s this man standing on deck,

wearing a mask, or the two dancers,

or the little wheelchair, why are they

here? Or those people who lean from

balconies and windows and reactivate

memories and thoughts …

Silvia Casini: And the audience is free

to create their own narrative threads,

their association of ideas and

concepts …

James Johnson-Perkins: Yeah, in a

sense, but this is the first

photographic virtual work that I am

doing so I guess� I’m starting to use

titles to lead in, so it’s the title that is

the inside the Rialto bridge image I

think I am going to call it “The Great

Battle between Good and Evil” so you

when you look at the character you

need to think about the relationship

between them, the Bovolo it’s The

Snail because this is what it’s called

anyway, so I’m using paretic

references as a way to think about the

images.

In a way yes, but this is the first virtual

photographic work I’m working on

so… I do not know, I started using

titles to lead the viewer into the work:

for example, the image of the Rialto

bridge I’ll call it “The Great Battle
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between Good and Evil”, so that when

one looks at the characters appearing

one needs to think about the

relationships between them. In the

case of Scala Contarini del Bovolo I

called it The Snail because that is how

it is commonly named, and then

somehow I use references walls as

means to think about the images I

create.

Silvia Casini: We started talking about

enjoyment of your work and how you

are considering exhibiting. Do you

think of putting your pictures using

screens, computers or do you prefer

your images to be viewed

comfortably as materials installed in a

physical space? So, do you want to

give real substance to your images?

James Johnson-Perkins: I think I

would like to use both exhibition

modes, first of all I have to retouch

images, no more than eight or ten. I

would first place them in a sort of

virtual gallery, and then, later, I would

like to put this virtual gallery in a

physical space. I think of a number of

computer terminals available to all,

through which visitors can explore the

images maybe even projecting them

on a giant screen. 

Thus, despite the virtual dimension,

people could navigate the image and

project it on the wall. Then I would

also like to present these images as

large format photographs. The nice

thing is that both methods work: one

can see these images outside the

context of the art gallery, and as

virtual images, and this is beautiful. 

Silvia Casini: They may also be

projected onto buildings in real

physical places … … so the work

becomes a performative intervention

on urban spaces, à la Felice Varini�

James Johnson-Perkins: A very good

idea, I never even thought�

Silvia Casini: You are very much

influenced by Pop art and you work

with daily-life objects, toys, etc.

Which are the criteria that lead you in

terms of choosing certain objects and

props?

James Johnson-Perkins: I like things

that are funny or make me laugh or

that are visually striking, and things

that very much relate to my own

memories and life really, but I am not

very, there is a concept. Initially, when

I start a work is about making

something enjoyable, something that
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has a pop sensibility, it is fun and

people can get into, it’s not serious

work, I don’t make serious

photographs, I mean, I guess the

criteria is just to make it accessible I

guess. I like objects that are weird or

make me laugh or that are visually

striking, or things that relate to my

life, my memories.

 When I start working on something it

is because I want to create something

that can be fun, something that has a

pop sensibility, it is fun and people

can get into it, I mean that the policy

that guides me is to make work

accessible to the public.

Silvia Casini: Have you considered the

possibility of reversing the

procedure? That is, use landscapes,

scenarios that have been important in

your life, landscapes full of personal

memories and set up with items

randomly selected?

James Johnson-Perkins: Strange,the

other day I was talking with my artist

friend that he is doing a residency

here in Venice, we talked about

Giorgione, the three ages of man that

Giorgione represented: there is child,

adult and old. I think at this point in

my life I’m still looking for the child, at

some point I guess I will start looking

at adult and we’ll see where this will

take me! One of the things that

intrigues me is starting to use slightly

more obscure things, so to speak,

more to the limit, but because my

work has always been very focused on

fun and being a bit ‘out of phase so to

speak, and maybe then I reach the

adult stage … in fact I believe that my

work is becoming a bit ‘more serious,

that has to do less with my childhood

and more with simply looking at

things as they are.

Silvia Casini: Actually your images

evoke feelings of slight discomfort,

even when using cartoons

James Johnson-Perkins:Do you

believe? I’m glad you say this, because

yes, I would like doing things slightly

more edgy, slightly less in control of

whether I understand them or not due

to a moment of my childhood, my

memories.

Silvia Casini: These small figures,

these characters and objects in

miniature run away

James Johnson-Perkins: Well, start

with the artist who does something,
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then the viewer sees something else

in it and something else the critic, and

at the end one never quite knows

what to think

Silvia Casini: Well, this is Pop!!

James Johnson-Perkins: Yes, and then

Pop art is not always carefree don’t

you think? I think of Warhol, the

electric chair. An artist friend of mine,

I told you before, has done some

research on Giorgione and Aldo

Minuzio and thus came the idea that

these two men have met. I liked this

idea, so I used masks and costumes to

represent these people and this

meeting. I found it interesting that the

idea of disguise is also linked to other

work I’ve done before.

Silvia Casini: Do you also search and

browse files when you are building

stories, possible narratives?

James Johnson-Perkins: This is really

unusual, because I always work very

intuitively. But for some objects I

think about their place: for example, if

I go to Rome I would love the idea of a

Gigapan panorama of the Colosseum

with my soldiers, so you have modern

soldiers and the soldiers of the past,

and establish connections. But still, I

work intuitively, I think certainly of the

history of the place that I use as

scenery but I do not start with theory

to construct an image, I begin to think

especially when I am already in the

place and say “where this could go,

this is another place where I can go”,

and so on.

Silvia Casini: How important is the

choice of material these objects are

made of? Or are you interested in a

particular object only for its

metaphorical value, for the stories

that it may contain in itself and then

tell?

James Johnson-Perkins:You can not

avoid metaphors if you make art, and

in my case the materials are not

important. Curious that you mention

this, now that I think, I realise that

some materials I use are special, not

stereotypical ones, so probably also

the type of materials is important in

so far as it can reactivate feelings and

memories. Many of these items come

from my personal history: for

example, my father was in the army,

he was a soldier, so these things have

a very emotional impact on me.

Silvia Casini: Some of these objects
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imply a close relationship with the

body. Now that I look at some

examples of your selection/collection

of things (you’re an artist-collector!), it

is almost always the things you wear

(the mask), or things you bring in to

be manipulated (the soldiers) and

eaten (orange). In short, they are all

related to your body and here again

there is the element of

performance. My last question

concerns the residence in Venice as

an artist. Of course, this was a great

opportunity for you, but what remains

in Venice of your time spent here?

James Johnson-Perkins: I would love

to show my work here, but since the

Emily Harvey Foundation does not

have a gallery in Venice (but in New

York) I do not. In a way, I am glad I

have more time to work on the

images I created to make them the

best. I would like to return here

sometime and exhibit the work

possibly confronting it with other

work done.

Silvia Casini: What are your plans after

Venice?

James Johnson-Perkins: Probably I

am going to Barcelona in September

as I have been invited there. Then I am

going to spend another period as

artist-in-residence in Slovakia. I want

to think about the conflict between

the East and the West: I will have to

do some research there because it is a

former Communist country and there

is a bridge that was destroyed twice.

My “artist-in-residence” is closely

linked to this bridge destroyed twice. I

do not know where this will lead but I

think in an interesting place: I have

these flashes of the concentration

camps, which are an important part of

the history of that place…

Silvia Casini: So you are definitely

getting serious�

James Johnson-Perkins: Si! Yes,

possibly! You have to be!!

http://www.johnson-perkins.co.uk/p

/Venice%20residency.html
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Liliwood Handicraftsmen At Work
Marco Riciputi

It happens that in order to promote

money saving for customers that have

to transport huge industrial machines

in fairs all over the world technologies

are developed to create video

representations that allow – ten years

later – to work as director at the

stereography in the medium-length

film Il Volo, directed by Wenders (fist

Italian stereoscopic fiction). I was told

the unusual path of Italian

stereography by Giampiero Piazza,

funding father and director of

Lilliwood, i.e. a company based in

Bologna specialized in this kind of

shooting.

“I began working in the field of

industrial photography 38 years ago,

by making graphic in a traditional way

– says Piazza – but every time I came

into new opportunities, I’ve always

tried to follow the crest of the

technological development”.

Until some years ago, this business –

still today brought forward with – was

dedicated above all to the creation of

industrial and sport films. But at one

point, a rather unusual request

attracted Piazza and his friend’s

attention towards unexplored fields.

“One of our customers who used to

produce huge industrial machines

asked us, almost as a joke, to create a

video to be presented during

international fairs, cutting in this way

the transport costs”. Piazza and his

friends picked up the gauntlet very

seriously.

At that time, the first Imax and 3D

cinemas were becoming to

widespread. We took inspiration from

that kind of film making, with all the

differences linked to the available

budget. “Shooting stereoscopic films

of industrial machines is other than

simple – explains Piazza – You never

know which is the public observation

point”. This creates a relevant

problem: we are not watching a film

in which our eye is caught by the

character’s movements and the

horizon is maybe not perfectly

focused (however the public doesn’t

pay attention to it). For these
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industrial shootings more attention is

needed because each person – and

possible buyer – can be attracted by a

particular detail and everything must

therefore be focused. 

If it is bad shooted, it is forever

Piazza began therefore a continuous

research to discover the best working

materials (he will find them in some

German handicraft companies), to be

melted with the development of a

method, an art, in order to overreach

the American tradition which foresees

the use – in the cinematic field – of

the technique of cameras set side by

side aiming at reproducing the human

binocular vision. “Also Cameron in

Avatar worked in this way and there

are some scenes of the film that are

rather unpleasant to be looked at

because the environment surrounding

the characters is totally unfocused”,

continues Piazza.

The technique is developed together

with the stereography director, whose

role can be resumed with a metaphor:

“It is like tuning the instruments” says

Liliwood founding father. In the music

field everything depends of having a

good ear, making attempts or appeal

on experience. In stereography

instead, the director has to join at a

guess these two classic dimensions of

cinema with the added depth of

stereography”.

This is a working philosophy that may

seem very romantic but which is

considered necessary by Giampiero

Piazza. “Once a film is shot with

unfocused images, this imperfection

will remain forever, there isn’t any

remedy” continues Piazza, who is

convinced that the public will learn to

instinctively recognize errors as it

happened in fairs where he presented

his industrial films, always gathering

people’s impressions to correct step

by step his activity.

But where does Wenders come from?

So, while Piazza and his friends

continue their researches, at the side

of Italy, the Calabria region ordered
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the famous German director Wim

Wenders a short to promote tourism.

In this course of events that derailed

from the path they had to cover, it

happened that the director was

involved in a local story of immigrants,

very typical of Southern Italy in the

last years.

He first of all transform the short in a

medium-long film and – excited about

3D which is revelling everywhere – he

met Liliwood (already known in the

German market): the two subjects

began therefore to shoot a film

without special effects, in

stereoscopy. “We offered Wenders

our pointing system and experience –

tells Piazza, who severely criticizes the

big USA production companies, often

too pretentious in an activity which is

still very artisanal”.

“Using stereography to make objects

coming out the screen – concludes

the video handicraftsman – is still

quite limited among these narrative

borders. It will soon override the

scepticism that surrounds it, a sit

happened in the past with the

introduction of sounds and colours”.

Wenders’ enthusiasm for his work is

very reassuring, even if it is difficult to

imagine which distribution circuit

could be applied to this product, too

long to arrive alone to the cinema and

at the same time too short to

accompany full-length films. Anyway,

“it will be very interesting

remembering in the future of this

‘improbabile strory of interweaving’

that brought to what will be

considered the first Italian

stereoscopic production”.

http://www.lilliwood.eu/
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